Subject Road Maps
2021-2022

Chart your learning Journey…

Edexcel Literature and AQA English
Language
A full recap of all question types and
practice papers to be worked through in
timed conditions in preparation for the
upcoming exams. Ensuring feedback
from PLCs are acted upon to bridge
knowledge/skill gaps.

AQA English Language
Revision to be completed on the
gaps according to individual
classes PLCs.

Language
Revision
Term 6

One week on each
aspect of
Literature:
Macbeth, Animal
Farm, Dr Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde, conflict
poetry and unseen
poetry. Pupils will
learn about
historical events,
religion and
morals.

Language and
Literature Revision
Term 5

Pupils will be introduced to the
exam criteria for speaking and
listening, they will plan and
produce a piece for their
assessment. Pupils will learn about
historical events, religion, morals
and current affairs.
AQA speaking and listening
assessment.

Dystopia
Terms 1 and 2

Forgiveness
Supernatural
Loyalty/Betrayal

Students will explore a
variety of poetry and
prose, as well as
fiction and nonfiction
texts, exploring the
theme of
belonging/relationship
s across different
cultures.
Writing skills will
include writing to
argue, narrative vs.
descriptive. Also
reading skills of
analysis within
themes/characters
using PEA,
understanding/interpr
eting poetic devices.
Links to PSHE via
prejudice and RE
through cultures and
religion.

A variety of speaking and listening tasks:
Room 101, Dragon’s Den, speech, debate,
drama. Pupils will learn about current
affairs and other cultures. Links to
Science/Geography such as global
warming.

Extracts relating to context and themes
Development
based on ‘Childhood’ to be taught alongside Individualism
the poems. One poem once a week: Extract Perspective
from the Prelude, Cousin Kate, Catrin, War
Photographer and Poppies. Pupils will learn
about conflict and relationships. Reading and
writing skills interleaved. Links to Child
Development and the mental/physical
wellbeing of a child.

Changing
World
Term 6

Childhood
Poetry
Term 5

Langton and Core – this term will focus on combining all skills
they have learned throughout the year, through fiction and
nonfiction texts from the 19th century to modern day. Writing Dystopia
skills to focus on nonfiction skills such as writing to persuade.
Utopia
Reading skills to provide overall analysis, evaluation,
Guilt
comparison, inference of fiction and nonfiction
Links to History – Scientific developments and also
Science – Technology/space.

Students will explore through two selected plays
the playwright, the time period and The Globe
Theatre. Writing skills will include cohesion,
creativity, structure and clarity of written
expression. Reading skills of analysis of language,
form and structure, interpretations of texts. Links
to History via Elizabethan/Jacobean England and
also Drama and RSC opportunities.

Environment
Business
Objectives
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Gothic
Terms 3 and 4

Science Fiction
Terms 5 and 6

Language
Fiction
Term 1
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Conflict Poetry
Terms 1 and 2

Gothic extracts from novels, poems,
speeches. References to Dr Jekyll and
Mr Hyde chapters throughout the
Fear
two terms. Pupils will learn about
Appearance
historical time periods and aspects of
Religion
religion. Fiction and nonfiction skills
interleaved. Links to Art through
Gothic art movement.
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AQA GCSE English Language Paper 1
(Fiction)
Students will revisit Reading: Q1
(retrieval of information), Q2 (language
analysis), Q3 (structure analysis) and Q4
(evaluation). Writing: Q5 (creative
writing including description and
narrative skills).

History
Explore a range of conflict poetry from
Pain
the Edexcel anthology. War: The
Turmoil
Destruction of Sennacherib, The Man He
Ambition Killed, Exposure, The Charge of the Light
Loyalty Brigade and Belfast Confetti. Injustice: A
Control Poison Tree, Half-caste, The Class Game,
No Problem and What Were They Like?
History links: Nazi Germany and The Cold
War.

Macbeth
Terms 3 and 4

AQA English Language Paper 2
(Nonfiction)
Students will explore Reading: Q1
(retrieval of information), Q2
(summary of inferences), Q3
(language analysis) and Q4 (compare
perspectives). Writing: Q5 (nonfiction
writing including leaflet, article,
letter, essay and speech).

Language
Non-Fiction
Term 2

Speaking and Listening
Term 6

Examine key and minor scenes
from the play. Look at each scene
in relation to characters and
themes. Create a timeline to show
how the scenes fit in the play. .
Fiction and Non-Fiction skills
interleaved. History Links : Britain
and the People’s Health

Culture
Immorality
Consequence

Literature
Revision
Term 3 and 4

Edexcel Literature Paper 2
Jekyll and Hyde, Conflict
Poetry and Unseen Poetry.
Students will refine essay
writing revision, comparison
of texts and development of
interpretation and analysis.

Literature Revision
Term 5

Dystopian extracts from novels,
poems, speeches. References to
Animal Farm chapters
throughout the two terms.
Russian history through articles
and historical knowledge. Fiction
and nonfiction skills interleaved.
History link- Britain and the
People’s Health (Russian
Revolution).

Edexcel Literature Paper 1
Macbeth and Animal Farm
Students will develop their extract
and whole text analysis using impact
PLC identification and action.

Futility
Mercy
Impact
Students will explore a variety of war poetry and prose,
including fiction and nonfiction texts, exploring the
portrayal of war and its effects on individuals and society.
Writing skills to convey emotion and feeling, using
coherent structural devices. Reading skills to understand
the writer’s craft, particularly their use of structure to
engage. Links both to Art and History through propaganda
and modern vs. historical warfare.

War
Journey’s End (Langton)
or Private Peaceful (Core)
Terms 3 and 4
Students will explore the portrayal of crime & morality from the
19th century onwards. They will look at both fiction & nonfiction
texts, exploring characters, themes and the plot. Writing skills will
include writing to persuade, inform and entertain. Reading skills
will explore comparing and contrasting writers’ perspectives,
using inference to deduce meaning. Links to PSHE – Right and
wrong and History – 19th century.

The Bard
The Tempest (Langton)
or Romeo and Juliet (Core)
Terms 5 and 6
Identity
Discrimination
Acceptance
Culture

Belonging (Langton)
or Relationships (Core)
Terms 3 and 4

8
Courage
Selflessness
Morality

Remorse
Compassion
Mystery

Crime and Morality
The Sign of the Four (Langton)
or The Christmas Carol (Core)
Terms 1 and 2
Students will explore the many representations of heroes,
villains, myths and legends throughout history to modern
day. Both writing and reading skills will be developed.
Writing skills will focus on fiction skills and writing to
describe. Reading skills: evaluation skills and analysis of
language and structure. Links to RE through creationism and
Art with visual representations of myths.

Myths and Legends (Langton)
or Heroes and Villains (Core)
Terms 1 and 2

The English Learning Journey
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Teacher One

English A Level Learning Journey

Teacher Two

Colloquial
Dysphemism
Intertextuality
Terms 1, 2 and 3
Language Levels in Action
(Lexis, semantics, grammar, register, discourse,
graphology, pragmatics, phonology, prosody):
Analysis of language in context across genres,
audiences and purposes.

Terms 5 and 6
The NEA Part 1: The Language Investigation
(Individually chosen thesis and investigation
about an aspect of language).

Year One
Language Diversity

12

Terms 1, 2 and 3
Language Acquisition: How
children learn to speak, read
and write, and the associated
theories.

Terms 4
Original Writing Skills:
Writing for different
genres
(Information/persuasion
/storytelling)

Terms 1 to 4
Language Diversity
(Gender, Occupation, Ethnicity, Sociolect, Idiolect,
Accent, Dialect, World Englishes) : How and why
language use varies in society.
Neologism

13

Terms 4, 5 and 6
Revision of Paper 1 (Textual
analysis and comparison;
language acquisition).

Year Two
Language Development

Language

Terms 5 and 6
The NEA Part 2: Original
Writing and Commentary

Prescriptivism
Pejoration

Terms 1, 2 and 3
Language Change: How and why
English has evolved from 1600 to the
Terms 4, 5 and 6
present day, and the associated Revision of Paper 2 (Evaluative
theories.
essay on diversity/change;
Behaviourism
textual analysis; original
Holophrastic
writing).
Virtuous error

Term 4
Students develop their response to
Misogyny
unseen
love poetry across the ages,
Postmodernism
building
on
their knowledge of eras and
Repression

Term 5 and 6
Term 1, 2 and 3
Students have the
Students study Pat Barker's
opportunity to undertake
'Regeneration', evaluating how a
literary movements to form and argue
focused revision on areas
modern text depicts the 1917 Home
viewpoints.
Term 1, 2 and 3
of development within
Front and traumatised soldiers in
Students study 'Othello', focusing on the
course in preparation for
recovery.
Term 5 and 6
theme of love and how Shakespeare
the final two exams.
Term 4
Students
study
James's 'The Turn of The
uses methods such as form, language
Students develop their response to
Screw' in preparation for their NEA,
and structure to present the
unseen prose on the topic of World War
debating
critical viewpoints and gaining
relationships between characters.
One, building on the skills acquired across
independent study skills before selecting
Students develop their ability to argue a
the study of war literature to evaluate
a post-1900 text of their own choice to
point of view and evaluate critical
critically how writers depict nations at
compare it with for the non-examined
viewpoints with possible interpretations
war.
assessment.
of the text at the heart of the response.
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Terms 1 and 2
Students will explore 14
Pre-1900 love poems from
the Anthology. The
experience will begin with
Sir Thomas Wyatt in the
Tudor period through to
Ernest Dowson in the late
Victorian era.

Year One
Love Through the Ages

Term 5 and 6
Students will study the poetry of
Carol Ann Duffy from the AQA
Paralanguage Anthology, closely investigating the
Mode
construction of poetic voice.

Discourse

12

13

Year One
Telling Stories

Epicritic
Protopathic
Extrapolation

Year Two
WW1 and its Aftermath

Term 6
Terms 3 and 4
Terms 3 and 4
Students will revise previous
Students
will then
Students will explore the
content covered in preparation
read
and
discuss
Post-1900 text ‘The Great
for the end of year mock
the
Post-2000
play
Gatsby’ to identify the
examination. Moving on to an
‘My
Boy
Jack’.
A
complex representations
introduction to Paper 2: WW1
Terms
1
and
2
play
based
upon
of love. We will explore the
and its Aftermath.
Term 5
Students will explore Rudyard Kipling’s
Roaring Twenties influence
Students will revise and
14 of the most
family dynamics
on society and therefore
establish connections between
recognised and
and journey
the dynamic shifts
studied Pre-1900 love poems
poignant WW1 poems through WW1.
between relationships.
and the Post-1900 love prose
including Owen,
‘The
Great Gatsby’ in relation
Metaphysical
Graves, Pope and
to a range of love themes. We
Unrequited
McCrae. Poetry that
will draw upon comparisons
Lust
discusses a range of
and contrasting ideas of love
pro and anti-war
throughout 450 years.
themes.

Term 1, 2 , 3 and 4.
Students will study Mary Shelley's
'Frankenstein', exploring the fantasy
genre and the impact of historical,
cultural and biographical contexts on its
production and reception.

Sociolect
Code switching
Adjacency pairs

Literature

Partonic
Jingoism
Terms 5 and 6
Courage
Revision of both year one
and two content in
preparation for the
students final
examinations in June.
Revised materials will be
based upon PLC feedback
to target areas of
development.

Term 5 and 6
Students have the
opportunity to undertake
Term 1, 2 and 3
focused revision on areas
Students will study 'The Great Gatsby' and focus on
of development within
writing from the point of view of minor characters at course in preparation for
various points in the novel. Building on the language
the final two exams.
analysis levels and skills acquired in Year 12, they will
be able to write an analytical commentary to
accompany their creative piece, explaining their own
language choices.
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Terms 1, 2, 3 and 4
Terms 1, 2, 3 and 4
Students
will study the play 'A
Students will study the AQA Paris
Streetcar
Named
Desire', focusing
Anthology, learning and applying
on
how
dramatic
conflict is
Term
5
and
6
the language levels of lexis,
achieved
by
the
playwright's
Students
will
complete
their
semantics, pragmatics, grammar,
non-examined assessment methods. They will also investigate
phonology, discourse, register,
how contextual factors have shaped
entitled Making
graphology and prosody. They will
Williams' text.
Connections,
comparing
learn to analyse and compare texts
Galvanism
language
use
in
context
from all genres.
across two texts selected by Enlightenment
the students themselves.. Doppelganger

Register
Pragmatics
Syntax

Year Two
Exploring Conflict

Literature and
Language

Term 5 and 6
Students have the
opportunity to undertake
focused revision on areas of
development within course
in preparation for the final
two exams.

Antagonism
Adjacency pair
Ethos

Maths

MFL Road Map
University
Study/travel abroad
Planning, research and
preparation for IRP

U2- Political systems

U3- Popular
movements

U1- Youth

Exam skills
&
Revision

Theme 4
Politics

Unions, social protest

Job/job abroad
Apprenticeship

Literary
text

Politics and
Youth and politics
influences
Unemployment
Utopia

U1-Traditional/modern
values

Women roles,
feminism, LGBT rights

Theme 1
Aspects
of
society

Racism and xenophobia
Legislation

YEAR

U1-Immigration

13

Musicians,
actors, models

Theme 3
Multiculturalism

Traditions, customs,
gastronomy, languages
Art and culture
Diversity

Social networks, internet

KS5

Family roles
Religion
Applying for jobs

YEAR

12

Daily Routine
School uniform

Options at 16

School and
subjects

Exam skills
&
Revision

U12- Jobs,
career choices
and ambitions

Theme 2
Local,
national
and global
areas of
interest
Customs
Festivals

My House
My Town
Where I live

U11- Education
post 16

Charity
Healthy/unhealthy
living

U10- Life at
school/college

Holiday & travel
Regions

U9- My studies

Environment
Poverty/
homelessness

U5- Home,
town,
neighbourhood
and region

U6- Social
issues

U8- Travel and
tourism
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U2- Technology in
everyday

Theme 1
Identity
and
culture

U7- Global
issues

KS4

Social media
Mobile technology

U3- Free time
activities

Theme 3
Current and
future study
and
employment

YEAR

Music, cinema & TV
Food and sport

U4- Customs
and festivals

U2- Racism

Aspects of immigration
Immigrants

U2-Regional Identity
Theme 2
Artistic
culture

Film

U3- Coexistence

Coexistence education and
religion

U3-Cultural patrimony

U1- influence of idols

U3- Gender equality
U2-Ciberspace

Individual
research
project (IRP)

YEAR

10
U1-Family and
relationships
Present and future tense
Reflexive verbs

KS3

Town and
environment
Prepositions

Education and future
plans
Future tense
conditional

YEAR

9

YEAR

8

Free time activities
Opinions with reasons
Regular verbs

Town and home
Detailed descriptions
Prepositions

Food
conditional

Media, music, technology
Extended opinions and
preferences

Week 4-6
Spanish taster

School
Opinions and
preferences
Choice
of
language

Family
Descriptions
Common Verbs
Basic opinions
Adjectival agreement

Introduction to MFL (Term 1)
Phonics, basic greetings and
personal information

Week 1-3
French
taster
Boulogne trip

SPANISH /
FRENCH

YEAR

7

Developing
speaking skills
and cultural
immersion

Holiday
Past tense
Opinions with reasons

A Level Economics
A Level
assessment

Revision and exam preparation
4.2 Poverty and inequality

4.4 The financial sector

4.1 International economics

End of
topic
assessment

4.5 Role of the state in the macroeconomy

4.3 Emerging and developing economies

2.1 Measures of economic performance

2.6 Macroeconomic objectives and policies

2.5 Economic growth
2.4 National income

2.2 Aggregate demand

End of
topic
assessment

2.3 Aggregate supply

End of
year
assessment

End of
topic
assessment

3.5 Labour markets

Revision and A1 exam preparation

3.2 Business objectives
1.1 Nature of economics

End of
topic
assessment

1.4 Government intervention

3.6 Government intervention

3.1 Business growth

3.4 Market structures

1.3 Market failure

End of
topic
assessment

3.3 Revenues, costs and profits
1.2 How markets work
End of
topic
assessment

End of
induction
assessment

2.1 Measures of economic performance

1.1 Nature of economics

End of
topic
assessment

Unit 5:
International
business
Links to unit 1
E. Investigate the
role and
contribution of
innovation and
enterprise to
business success.

D. Investigate the
cultural factors that
influence international
businesses.
External assessment

Unit 1:
Exploring
Business

May
Re-sit Unit 2

B. Plan and implement a
market research activity to
meet a specific marketing
objective.

2020 – 2022 BTEC Business Studies KS5

External assessment
January

Unit 22 Market research
Links to unit 1 and
2

F. Quality management.
E. Impact of change.

Unit 6: Principles of
Management

A. The definitions and
functions of management.
B. Management and
leadership styles and skills.

Links to units 1 and 8
F. Complete statements of
comprehensive income and
financial position. Evaluate
the performance of a
business..

D. Select and
evaluate different
sources of business
finance.
E. Break-even and
cash flow forecasts.

D. Develop a detailed plan
for a business, social or
social enterprise event.

B. Explore the
personal finance
sector.

C. Understand the
purpose of
accounting.

Unit 3: Personal and
Business Finance

Links to unit 1 and 22
C. Reflect on the
recruitment and
selection process
and your individual
performance.
B. Undertake a recruitment
activity to demonstrate the
processes leading to a
successful job offer.

A. Understand
the importance of
managing
personal finance.

Links to unit 1

Unit 4: Managing
an Event
Links to unit 1

External assessment
January

A. Explore the role of
an event organiser.

Unit 2: Developing a
Marketing Campaign

External assessment
May
Re-sit Unit 2

E. Reflect on the running of
the event and evaluate own
skills development.

C. Develop a detailed plan
for a business, social or
social enterprise event.
B. Investigate the feasibility
of a proposed event.

C.
Managing
human
resources.

D. Factors
influencing
management,
motivation
and
performance
of the
workforce.

C. Planning
and developing
a marketing
campaign.

A. Principles and purposes of
marketing that underpin the creation
of a rationale for a marketing
campaign.
A. Examine how
effective
recruitment and
selection
contribute to
business
success.

Unit 8: Recruitment and Selection
Links to units: 1 and 6

B. Using
information to
develop the
rationale for a
marketing
campaign.

Virtues
Cross Curricular Links
Knowledge
Subject Specific Skills
A Level
BTEC

Community
dance

Employment in the
performing arts

Regularly reflect on
5-min Solo your own practice
performance

Site specific
dance

Dance

BTEC
Level 3

Performance
in a
quartet

45-min
performance piece

Integration
of theory
and
practical

Exploration of
historical current
dance practices

Creativity and
Analysis and
exploration
interpretation of Team working
professional
Review your progress
works
and set targets

A Level
Year 2

The art of
Technical
choreography
and
History
performance
English – Essay writing
skills

Solo and group
choreography

Perform to live
audiences

BTEC
Level 3

History of dance
Problem
solving

Set and staging
Costume
Lighting
Sound
Movement

Ballet

Tap

Street
dance

A Level
Year 1

Dance
appreciation

Communication

Contemporary

Jazz

Create a
dance
Poem
Quote
Artwork
Image

Action
Space
Dynamics and relationships

Rhythm
Actions

Love of learning
Sense of humour
Play
Confidence

Choreography
Levels
English – read letters from
Actions
MI5
Pathways
Art – draw your own spy

Trust
Confidence
Self control

Duets
History
Stage combat
English
Martial Arts
Geography

Capoeira

Shaolin
Monks

African
dance
Question: Why is Dance important?
Dance allows students to learn about
Respect
teamwork, confidence, expression, problem
Diversity
solving and fitness.
Choreography
Drama
Stage combat Starting position
Music
Theme

Mission
Impossible

Maturity
Safety

Motifs
Gestures
Solidarity
Compassion
Respect
Self-reflection

Question: Why study dance from
Art – Create African
different cultures?
mask
Exploring a range of cultural dances will
Geography
help students understand the variety and
History
values of other cultures.

Musical
theatre
dance
Accuracy
Timing

Key facts
Stimulus
Choreographic
Intention
Dancers

Site
sensitive

Dance style
World Dance

Bollywood

Professional
dance
works

Choreography:
Duets and
trios

Performance:
Solos

Dance for
camera

Performance
style
Canon
Unison

Motif
Motif development
Stimulus
Choreographic process

Question: What makes a dance interesting for an audience?
Facial expressions, skill and commitment.
Students to develop their physical and expressive skills over a series of
teacher led classes to improve their skills.
Film Studies
Art

Religious Studies –
learning about
other cultures
History
Geography
Canon
Gestures
Relationships

Creativity
Physical Skills
Confidence
Trial and Error Expressive skills
Mental skills
Safe Dance Practice

PE –
understanding
your body

Stimulus

Question:
How can you
work effectively
with a partner?
Developing team
work skills, listening
and contribution of
ideas.

Within Her Eyes, E of E, Infra,
Artificial Things,
A Linha Curva and Shadows

Group and solo
choreography

Performance

Develop skills and
techniques required
for a performer

Group
performance

Use of technical skills – action, space, dynamics
and relationships
Question:
Why explore
professional
works?
Students will
Performance Skills
explore a
Accuracy
Stage Design
range of
Timing
dance works Aural Setting
Lighting
to understand
what they do Costume
during their Movement content
classes.

Movement
skills

Performance style
Facial expressions
Question: What’s important about Musical Theatre?
It involves acting, singing and dancing.

Confidence
Team working
Listening

MFL Road Map
U12- Jobs,
career choices
and ambitions

Exam skills
&
Revision

U11- Education
post 16
Options at 16

Applying for jobs

U10- Life at
school/college

Daily routine
School uniform
School & subjects

Environment
Poverty/ homelessness

YEAR

11

U8- Travel and
tourism

U7- Global
issues

Holiday & travel
Regions
Charity
Healthy/unhealthy
living

U6- Social
issues

My House
My Town
Where I live

Theme 2
Local,
national
and global
areas of
interest

U5- Home, town,
neighbourhood
and region

U1-Family and relationships
Present and future tense

U9- My studies

Theme 3
Current and
future study
and
employment

U4- Customs
and festivals

Customs
Festivals

U3- Free time
activities

Music
Cinema & TV
Food
Sport

Social media
Mobile technology

Developing
writing skills

U2- Technology in
everyday

YEAR

10

Developing
speaking skills

Theme 1
Identity
and
culture

Developing
listening skills

Town and environment
Reflexive verbs
Education and future plans
Future tense conditional
YEAR
Developing
reading skills

9

Holiday
Past tense
Opinions with reasons

Developing
speaking skills

Developing
writing skills

School
Opinions and preferences

YEAR

8

Town and home
Detailed descriptions
Prepositions
Developing
listening skills

Free time activities
Opinions with reasons
Regular verbs
Family
Descriptions
Common verbs
Basic opinions
Adjectival agreement

Developing
reading skills

Choice of
language

Media, music technology
Extended opinions and
preferences
Food
conditional
Developing
reading skills

Week 4-6
Spanish taster
Introduction to MFL (Term 1)
Phonics, basic greetings and
personal information

Week 1-3
French
taster

SPANISH /
FRENCH

Developing
listening skills

Boulogne trip

YEAR

7

Developing
speaking skills and
cultural immersion

Think
Debate

Question

Discussion

Religious Education
Essays

Final
exams:
2 papers

Dialogues

Connecting philosophy,
ethics and Christianity

Migration

Science
Religious language
Right & wrong

Hypotheses

Christianity

Gender &
sexuality

Philosophy
of religion

Ethics and
religion

End of
year exam

Theories
Free will & moral
responsibility

Miracles

Conscience

God
Cosmological
Design argument
argument

Learn

Philosophy
of religion

Revision
& mock
exam

Existence
of God

Persecution

Poverty

Religion,
peace and
conflict

Beliefs and
teachings

Religion
and the
media

Mission &
worldwide
church

Meaning
and purpose
of life

Wicca
Humanism

Beliefs and
origins

Choice
Evidence for God

Atheism and
agnosticism

Guru Nanak
Sikhism

Mosque
Festivals

Prayer

Treatment of
criminals

Islamic
and
Christian
practices

Baptism

Hajj

Jewish
history

Pilgrimages

Judaism

Life
Family

Death and
the afterlife
Religion
and life

Sexuality & gender

Heaven & Hell
Classical
religions Cults
Alternative
philosophies

Divorce

The environment

Why people
belong to
religions

Religion and
terrorism

Shabat

Conflict
and
religion

New
religious
movements
Is religion
dangerous?

House
church

Freud

Rastafarianism

Peace

Muhammad Enlightenment

Dharma
and karma

Gods and
Goddesses

Reincarnation

Crime &
punishment
Prejudice
Symbols
Disciples

Crucifixion &
resurrection

Life of Jesus

Eid

Jerusalem Kosher food

Mosques

Use of animals

Diwali

Amritsar

5 Pillars

Qu’ran Women Siddharth Karma Right to die Miracle of life
Racism
a
Hinduism
Islam
Moral
issues
Buddhism
and
prejudice

5 Ks

Holi

Moral Law

Religion,
crime and
punishment

Forgiveness

Jesus
crucifixion &
resurrection

War and
pacifism
Values and
ethics

Creation myths

Ethical theories

Attitudes to
crime &
punishment

Death penalty

Sources of
authority:
The Bible

Religious
experience

Sin and
The
Marriage
salvation
Trinity
Christian
beliefs
Relationships
and
and families
teachings

Angels

Focus on:
Islam

Ethics and
values

Gurdwara

Suffering

Christian
practices

Protest &
terrorism

Holy books

The Church

Aristotle
Ethics and
religion

Pacifism

War, nuclear
war & WMD

Evil

Christianity

Annotate

Victims of
war

Life, death and
the afterlife

Miracles &
parables

Baptism

Introduction
to Religious
Studies

Who / What
is God? Places of worship

Welcome to The
Canterbury
Academy

Think
Debate

Question

Discussion

History

Henry
VIII’s
reign
Henry VIII
and Wolsey

Final
exams:
3 papers

Henry VII’s
foreign
policy

3000 – 4000 word
investigation

The early
Tudors
England
1485–1558

Politics

Investigatio
n: Vietnam
1945 – 1975

Historical
interpretation

The government
of Henry VII and
threats to his
rule

Sources and
interpretations

End of
year exam
US
involvement

Civil Rights

Revision
& exam

African
Americans
Anglo Saxon
England and the
succession crisis

Life under
the Normans

Snow and
Bazalgette

US involvement
in Vietnam

Britain:
Health and
the people
The Renaissance

The Industrial
Revolution

Norman conquest
and control

End of conflict
in Vietnam

Germany
1890–1945

Renaissance
men
The
Middle
Ages

Important
individuals
Modern
day

Black Death v
Great Plague

Spanish
Influenza

Public Health

The Industrial
Revolution

Origin of
the conflict
in Korea

Life in the
ghettos

The Final
Solution

Epidemics
Cholera

Early Modern

Conflict and
tension: Asia
1950–1975
European
Life under the background to the
Cold War
Nazis

Chancellor to
Dictator

The Weimar
Republic

Peace in
Korea and
the end of
Indo-China

The Great
Depression and
rise of the Nazis

The Kaiser and the
growth of democracy

Jenner and
vaccination

Conflict in
Vietnam

Establishment of
the Cold War

Medieval
medicine

Modern day
advances

Fleming,
Florey and
Chain

Hippocrates
and Galen

War
spreads to
Cambodia

Conflict in
Asia 1945 1993
Malcolm X
and Black
Power

Norman
England
c1066–c1100

Church and
monasticism

Influence from
East and West

Conflict
in Korea

Native American
/ Women’s
rights

Trade Unions and
Labour Rights

Learn

Annotate

The historic
environment

Ideology

Anti Semitism
The
Holocaust

Smallpox

End of
the War

Genocide
Abolition of
death penalty

The slave Resistance and
abolition
trade

History of
terrorism

The British
Empire

Transportation
Crime and
Punishment
through
Witch trials
time

Police

What was
the Empire?

Black
Death
Elizabeth I

Origins of
the war

World War
One

The trenches

Trench life

Anglo-Saxon
life
Entertainment

The Tudors
Medieval
life

Henry
VIII

The Norman
Conquest

Harry Farr

Dunkirk

How World
War One
changed the
world

Weapons

Role of
women

The life of a
peasant

Castles

Rise of Hitler
Treaty of
Versailles

Empire

The Romans

Roman
Battle of technology Army
Hastings

Rationing

Evidence Remembrance

Introduction
to History

Peasants’
Revolt
The
Reformation

World War
Two

Sources and
interpretations

What is
History?

Welcome to The
Canterbury
Academy

Computer Science
A Level
Final
Exams – 2
papers

REVISION

Hashing
Bitmaps

NEA
Project
Submission

Compression
Encoding
Encryption

Symmetri
c Key

Lexical
&
Syntax
Analysi
s

/xhdL
.gif

Assembly
Code

Little Man
Computer

Classes

Revision and
End of Year
Assessment

Inheritanc
e

Spiral

Software
Development
Lifecycles
Extreme

Adders &
Half Adders
Floating
Point
Binary

Number
Systems
Base 16
conversion
and usage

Sprites
Idea
Generatio
n
Collaboratio
n

Approval
Proposal
Entities and
Relationshi
ps

Graphical
\
User
Interfaces

CRU
Form
ACI
D
Validatio
D
cycle
Insertion
n
Environment
Sort
Data Protection
al
Investigatory
Issues
Searching
Powers
Intellectual Property

Recursio
n
Big O

Algorithms

Accessibl
e
Tech

Black and White Hat
Hacking
Primary
Storage
Decompositio
n
Introduction
Introduction
to
To
Programming
Hardware

Secondary
Storage

Heuristic
s

Quick Sort

Stacks
Media
types

Querie
s

Databases

Law
and
Ethics

Data
Structures

Boolean
Logic

Binary
Conversion,
Addition,
Subtraction,
Shifts

RA
D
Arrays and
Linked Lists Queues

K-Maps

Boolean
Operators

Further
Object
Orientation

Encapsulatio
n

Window
design

Waterfall

Design &
Minimise
Logic
Circuits

Overriding

Objects

Binary Trees

Divide
and
Conquer
Super Class

Planning for
NEA
Project

Software
Testing

Postfix
and Infix

Abstraction

Introduction
to Object
Orientation

Reverse
Polish
Notation

Graphs
Hash Tables

Data
Flow
Diagrams

Stakeholder
interviews

Performanc Fetch/Decod
e
e/Execute
Cycle

Dijkstra's
Algorithm
and A*

Advanced
Data
Structures

Computational
Thinking

NEA
Project
Analysis

The
CPU

NEA
Project
Development

Client side
&
3 Tier
Server side
Model
Scripting
Backtrackin
Structure
Datamining
Pipelining
g
and
Class
Diagrams

Realtime
The Stages
Virtual
Machine
O/S
Of
Kernels
Machines
Code
Compilation Branchin
Architecture
g
Registers
Research MoSCoW

Op Codes
and
mnemonic
s

Self-guided
coding

Web
Development

Networks

Lossy &
Lossless
Compressio
Packet
Hardware
n
s
Schedulin Memory
Embedde
managementd
g
Linkers
Algorithm
&
O/S
s
Loader
https:
s
//teno
NEA
Operating
Project
r.com
Systems
Design

Asymmetri
c Key

HTML CSS
JavaScript

PageRank

TCP/IP Stack

Protocols DNS

Sequence,
Selection
and
Iteration

Algorithms
and flow
charts

Trace
Mergetables
Sort
Bubble
Sort

Psychology
Examinations 100%
Research methods 30%
Core studies 35%
Options in psychology 35%

Personality Kroll and
Crenshaw (1970).
Personality profiling
within athletic groups.

Audience effects
Zajonc et al. (1969)

Motivation
Munroe-Chandler
et al. (2008)
Relationships
between coaches
and athletes.

Arousal and anxiety Fazey
and Hardy (1988) inverted U

Sports
Psychology

Exercise and mental health.
Lewis et al . (2014) Social
dance sessions and their
impact on patients with
Parkinson's disease

Zimbardo et
al. (1973)

Effects of
imprisonmen
t

How can we
reduce
reoffending?

Performing with others,
teams, coaching and
leadership.
Smith et al. (1979)

Target
hardening
Broken windows
theory

How do characteristics of
defendants impact jury
decision making? How can
these be overcome?

Biases in
collecting
evidence

The collection and
processing of
forensic evidence

Hall & Player
(2008)

Aims of
punishment

Crime
Prevention

Psychology
and the
courtroom

Wilson &
Kelling
(1982)
Dixon et al.
(2002)

The historical
context of mental
health

Nature vs.
nurture
Forensic
psychologyWhat makes a
criminal?

The medical model

Mental
health
Alternatives to the

Raine (1997)

How can criminality
be prevented?

medical model

Positive and
negative
Repeated
measures

Directional/
non directional

A1 examination

Correlations

Experiments

a

Independent
measures

Controlled

Interviews

Naturalistic

Self reports

Observations

Participant/
non participant
Lee et
al.
(1997)

Freud
(1909)

Chaney et
al . (2004)

Simons and
Chabris
(1999)

Moray
(1959)

Sperry
(1968)

Casey et
al. (2011)

Baron-Cohen et al.
(1997)
Individual
differences

Developmental
psychology
Kohlberg
(1968)

Questionnaires

RESEARCH
METHODS

Biological
psychology

Bandura et
al. (1961)

Loftus and
Palmer
(1974)

Hancock et
al. (2011)

Gould
(1982)
Milgram
(1963)

Cognitive
psychology

Maguire
et al.
(2000)

Blakemore and
Cooper (1970)

Bocchiaro et al.
(2012)

Social
psychology
Grant et al.
(1998)

Piliavin et
al. (1969)

Levine et al
(2001)

Sociology
Development,
underdevelopment
and global inequality
Aspects of development:
Aid, war, the environment et al
Exam
revision

Society & demography
The role of nongovernment institutions

Globalisation and
its influence on
culture, politics
and economics

Final
A level
exams

What is the
relationship between
sociology and policy?

Recent patterns and
trends in crime

Can sociology be
value free?

Global
development

Is sociology a science?

Globalisation, media,
green crime, human
rights and state crimes

Crime &
deviance

The social distribution
of crime and deviance
by ethnicity, gender
and social class
KS5 Core theories
Nature of
childhood

Final
GCSE
exams

Families and
households
A level
Sociology

Gender
Ethnicity

Methods in
context:
Education
Relationships and processes in schools
The role and functions of
the education system

Significance of
educational
policy

Demographic trends in the UK

Changing family
patterns

Differential educational
achievement of social groups:
class, gender and ethnicity

Gender roles, domestic labour and power
relationships within the family in society

KS5 Research
methods

Social class

Age

Stratification &
differentiation
Crime &
deviance

GCSE Sociology

The
sociological
approach

Families and
households

Applied social science
– world of work

Qualitative
research methods

Quantitative
research methods

Introduction
to Sociology
Introduction
to Citizenship
Introduction
to Psychology

Social sciences

Education in
the UK

A level Business
Mock exams/Exam revision in
preparation for final exams:
Paper 1: 2 Hours 100 33.3% of A level
Paper 2: 2 Hours 100 33.3% of A level
Paper 3 : 2 Hours 100 33.3% of A level

Problems with
strategy and why
strategies fail.

Assessing
internationalisation

Unit 10: How to
pursue strategies

Assessing greater use of
digital technology
Unit 9:How to pursue strategies

Managing strategic
implementation
Managing organisational
culture
Managing change

Assessing a
change in scale

Unit 8: Choosing strategic direction
Choosing how
to compete

Choosing which markets to
compete in and what products
to offer
Analysing
internal
position –
economic
changes

Analysing internal
position – political
and legal

Assessing
innovation

Analysing internal
position – social and
technological changes

Competitive
change

Investment
appraisal

Unit 7: Analysing the strategic position of a business

Analysing internal
position – overall
performance

Mission, corporate
objectives and
strategy

Analysing internal
position – ratio analysis

Unit 6: Decision making to improve HR performance
Sources of
Setting human
Improving cash flow
finance
resource objectives
and profits
Analysing human
Setting
resource performance
financial
Improving organisational
Analysing financial
objectives performance
design & managing the
human resource flow
Unit 5: Decision making
to improve financial
performance

Improving
quality

Increasing
efficiency and
productivity

Improving motivation
and engagement

Improving employeremployee relations

The value of
Analysing
operational setting
performance operational
objectives

Managing inventory
and supply chains

Understanding management decision
making

Understanding
management,
leadership and
decision making

Unit 2:
Managers, leadership
and decision making

Setting
marketing
objectives

Understanding the role
and importance of
stakeholders

Understanding
different business
forms

Understanding Segmentation,
targeting and
markets and
positioning Using the
customers
marketing mix

Unit 3: Decision making to
improve marketing performance

Unit 1:
What is a
business?

Understanding that businesses
operate within an external
environment

Understanding the nature
and purpose of business

Road Map to A Level Law
Revision and exam
practice

Year 13 mock
exams

Human rights

Timed assessment
25 mark essays

Specialist torts:
Occupiers, vicarious liability and land torts

General defences:
Insanity, duress, intoxication, self
defence

Timed assessment
10 and 25 mark essays

Non-fatal offences against
the person

Legal personnel:
Barristers, solicitors and judges

Sources of
law

Visit
Parliament
and The
Supreme
Court

Learning Checkpoint 1

Timed assessment
10 mark essays

Timed
assessment
10 mark essays

English legal system:
Civil courts and ADR, access to
justice

Introduction to law:
The nature of law

Learning Checkpoint 2

Visit to
The
Crown
Court

Timed
assessment
10 mark essays

Criminal courts and
lay people

Learning Checkpoint 4

Timed
assessment
10 mark essays

Learning Checkpoint 3

Learning Checkpoint 5

Timed
assessment
10 mark essays

Intro to
criminal law

Learning Checkpoint 6

Mock
trial
Kent
Uni

Timed
assessment
25 mark essays

End of year
progression
exam

Learning Checkpoint 7

Timed
assessment
25 mark essays

Flipped learning for the
summer holidays.
Theft, robbery, burglary

The tort of negligence

Learning Checkpoint 8

Timed assessment
25 mark essays

Learning Checkpoint 9

OCR
revision
workshop

Paper 1 and Paper
2

Concepts of law
(synoptic essays)

Learning Checkpoint 10

Timed
assessment
25 mark essays

Art & Design
Complete and
submit all work

Make exam
piece in 15
hours

Trial and
refine ideas
Design
ideas

Respond
to artists
Own
photograph
y
Research
chosen theme

Written essay

Choose your
own starting
point

Experiment with
and develop own
ideas

Personal
investigation

Exam
Build evidence towards all
4
assessment objectives

Make exam
piece in 10
hours

Final outcome

University
trips

Museums/
galleries
Museums/
galleries

Facial features
and proportion

Styles and
portraiture artists

Design
ideas

Respond
to artists

Own
photograph
y
Research
BTEC
chosen theme

GCSE
Project 4
Exam

Unit 2
exam

Design and
make final
piece

Explore a theme- still life drawing
/portraiture. Choose a sub-theme, focus on
artist inspiration and respond to artists.
Create design ideas, trial/refine ideas, final
outcome, evaluation

Museums/
galleries

University
trips

Architecture
workshops
Advertising poster

Analysing
artists

Skull drawing

Food &
drink
project

Design
skills

Drawing skills

Design skills

Still life
project
Polyboard
Media experiments printing

Artist inspiration
2D experiments
Practical
workshops
(clay, plaster
casting,
cardboard)
Design ideas
Final
outcome Evalu
ation

how artists have used nature for motifs.
Draw/photograph natural forms, design ideas, repeat
pattern on lino print and then evaluate.

Cardboard
relief
portraits
Picasso
portraits

War &
peace
project

Tote
m
Poles

BTEC
Unit 1
Identity

GCSE
Project 2
Choose a sub-theme within the natural word, explore
Texture

Tower of London Clay
installation workshop

Native
American

Rules of
composition

Respond to the brief
Develop ideas
Investigate materials
Create a final outcome
Evaluation

Sketchbook
presentation

Create your own
Totem design and 3D
outcomes

Mixed media
outcome

Explore the formal
elements Investigate
artists
Media experiments
Respond to a brief
Develop ideas
Investigate materials,
create a final
outcome evaluation

Unit 3
Food &
drink

Printmaking

Drawing

Portraiture
outcomes

Exploring
ideas

GCSE
Project 3
Senses

Explore a range of 3D materials
Investigate artists
Media experiments
Respond to a brief
Develop ideas
Investigate materials
Create a final outcome
BTEC
Evaluation

Own
photograph
y

Painting

Skin tones

BTEC
Unit 4
3D Natural
forms

GCSE
Project 1
Natural
forms

Sculpture

How have
other artists
explored
Inside/outside
?

Near & Far

Portraiture
project

Trial and
refine ideas

Drawing and
photography

Portraiture
project
Mixed media
war art
Observational
drawing

Portraitur
e Test 1

Baseline test

Architecture
project
Architects
from around
the world

Colour theory

Mexican
Day of the
Dead
project

Typograph
y
What is Día de
Muertos?

Portrait
Test 2
Proportion
s of the
How to
face
draw
features

Childcare & Education
DCE2
Exam on content learnt throughout
units 1-7
12hrs prep and 8hrs exam
Unit 13
Reflective
Practice for
Professional
Development
Professional
development
needs,
opportunities
and the role of
reflection

Unit 16 Professional Portfolio of Evidence
Completion of Unit 16

Unit 14 Professional Partnerships
Reasons, legal requirements, family
structures, importance and challenges Unit 9 Supporting Emergent Literacy
Language and communication needs,
Unit 11 Preparing for school
environments, framework, strategies,
readiness
partnership working and inclusive
How best to prepare children for
practice
starting school

CCE1 Exam on content
learnt throughout units 1-7
12hrs prep and 8hrs exam
Unit 7
Observation,
Assessment &
Planning
Cycles, practice,
observation
methods, childcentred role
and skills
required

Unit 12 International Perspectives
Ways children learn, theoretical perspectives
and international approaches
Unit 4 Child Health
Common childhood illnesses, how to
recognise ill health in children, legal
requirements, immunisation and the
role of the EYP
Attend CCCU
Primary Ed
Degree

Unit 10 Supporting Emergent Mathematics
Mathematical concepts, environments, framework,
strategies, partnership working and inclusive practice
Unit 3 Providing Safe Environments for Unit 2 Children’s Health & Wellbeing
Pediatric
Children’s needs, transitions, physical
children
first aid
care, impact of environment and
Safeguarding, child protection, serious
course
nutritional needs
case reviews and the role of the EYP
On
completion
will gain
license to
practice

Unit 16 Professional Portfolio of Evidence
Various tasks undertaken over the two
years during your 750 hours of compulsory
work experience

NCFE CACHE
Level 3
Technical
Diploma in
Childcare and
Education

Unit 6 Children’s
Additional
Needs
Factors, inclusive
Unit 5 Play & Learning practice, impact,
Role of play, rights,
early
theories, stages, types, intervention and
characteristics,
role of EYP
inclusive and current
frameworks

Unit 1 Child Development
Development from 0-7
Theory and EYFS
Role of the EYP and plan
opportunities

Complete any
outstanding
tasks or
upgrade
completed
tasks to
achieve MEG
or above

2nd
Attempt at
60 min
short
answer
exam.
June

COURSE
COMPLETED

Revise Unit 1 and 2 content
and exam techniques
Factors that can
affect children’s
development

Observations
and how they
can be used to
assess and
support
children’s
development

Transitions, their effect and how
Early years workers can support
children through them

Revise Unit 1 and 2 content
and exam techniques

Unit 3

1st
attempt at
60 min
short
answer
exam.
October

Plan activities that will support
children’s holistic development
Unit 2
Preferred
learning styles
and study
skills that will
support your
learning

Responsibilities of early years Child care settings, the
workers and consequences
role and the
NCFE CACHE Level 2
should such responsibilities not differences between Technical Award in Child
be met
Development and Care

Expected patterns of development
from 0-5 years and why early years
workers should consider these

Unit
1

Work
experience

Children’s individual needs and how such
needs are met by the Early Years Worker

The life of a 3 year old

SCBU,
premature
and newborn
babies

Issues to consider with regards to work
experience and the importance of such issues

Areas of Development
Physical, intellectual,
communication and language, social
and emotional

Health and Safety
Immunisation and childhood
illnesses

Pediatric first aid
course

SEN children
and
support
Nutrition
Breast v bottle
Giving Birth
Advantages and disadvantages of
home births and pain relief

Play
How does play support child
development?

EYFS and child
care settings

Reproduction and early
signs of pregnancy Abstentation

Welcome to
Child Care!

One Born Every
Minute
Cephalic

Development of the foetus and staying
healthy during pregnancy

Families,
contraception
and conception

Culture

Chefs Academy Road Map

Restaurants
Ships
Armed forces
Hospitals
University for more
qualifications

Unit 32:
Ensure food safety
practices are followed in
the preparation and serving
of food and drinks (5
credits)
Unit 33:
Employment rights and
responsibilities in
hospitality (2 credits)

Unit 25:
Prepare, Cook and finish
dressing and cold sauces
(3 credits)
Unit 28:
Produce sauces, fillings and
coatings for complex
desserts (4 credits)

Unit 30:
Contribute to the control of
resources (4 credits)
Unit 31:
Contribute to the
development of recipes
and menus (4 credits)

Prepare,
cook and present
complex dishes
Unit 23 : Cold products
(4 credits)
Unit 24: Canapes, &
cocktail products
(4 credits)
Unit 26: Hot dessert
(4 credits)
Unit 27: Cold dessert
(4 credits)

Work placements once a week at places such as restaurants, universities, cafes and hospitals.

Prepare
commodities for complex
dishes
Unit 7: Poultry (3 credits)
Unit 8: Game (4 credits)
Unit 29: Produce healthier
dishes (3 credits)

Cook and finish
complex dishes
Unit 9: Fish (4 credits)
Unit 10: Shellfish (4 credits)
Unit 11: Meat (4 credits)
Unit 12: Poultry (4 credits)
Unit 13: Games (4 credits)
Unit 14: Vegetables
(4 credits)

Prepare,
process and finish
complex dishes
Unit 21: Chocolate
products (5 credits)
Unit 22: Marzipan,
pastillage and sugar
products
(5 credits)

Prepare,
cook and finish
complex dishes
Unit 19: Cakes, sponges,
biscuits and scones
(4 credits)
Unit 20: Pastry (3 credits)
Unit 17: Prepare cook and
finish fresh pasta dishes
(4 credits)

You will need to select and complete a range of optional units to reach a minimum of 39 credits to earn your qualification

Prepare
commodities for
complex dishes
Unit 4: Fish (3 credits)
Unit 5: Shellfish (4 credits)
Unit 6: Meat (4 credits)

Touri
sm
Sect
or

Unit 32
Prepare, cook
and finish
basic pastry
dishes
(5 credits)

Unit 31
Prepare, cook
and finish
bread and
dough products
(5 credits)

Prepare,
cook and finish
complex dishes
Unit 15: Hot Sauce
(4 credits)
Unit 16: Soups (4 credits)
Unit 18: Bread & dough
products (4 credits)

Unit 3
Maintain food
safety when
storing, preparing
and cooking food
(4 credits)

Unit 33
Prepare, cook and
finish basic cakes,
sponges, biscuits and
scones
(5 credits)

Unit 2
Maintain the
health, hygiene,
safety and security
of the working
environment
(4 credits)

Unit 1
Develop
productive
working
relationships
with colleagues
(9 credits)

YEAR

Unit 47
Employment rights
and responsibilities
in the hospitality,
leisure, travel and
tourism sector
(2 credits)

Unit 35
Produce
healthier
dishes
(3 credits)

13
Level 3 NVQ Diploma in
Professional Cookery

Visits to food shows,
House of Commons, markets, restaurants and food
factories.

Mandatory A Units: 17 Credits

Optional B Units: 39 credits
Student Choice

Unit 20
Cook and
finish basic
vegetable
dishes
(4 credits)

Unit 17
Cook and
finish basic
poultry
dishes
(5 credits)

Unit 16
Cook and
finish basic
meat dishes
(3 credits)

Unit 20
Cook and
finish basic
vegetable
dishes
(4 credits)
Unit 17
Cook and
finish basic
poultry
dishes
(5 credits)

Work experience.

Unit 4
Maintain,
handle and
clean knives
(3 credits)

Unit 3
Maintain food safety
when storing,
preparing and
cooking food
(4 credits)

Unit 7
Prepare meat
for basic
dishes
(4 credits)

Unit 8
Prepare
poultry for
basic dishes
(4 credits)

Unit 11
Prepare
vegetables
for basic
dishes
(4 credits)

Unit 16
Cook and
finish basic
meat dishes
(5 credits)

Observations and
questions to be
completed as the year
goes on.
No examination.
Unit 2
Working
effectively as part
of a hospitality
team
(3 credits)

Unit 1
Maintenance of a
safe, hygienic and
secure working
environment
(3 credits)

YEAR

12
Level 2 NVQ Diploma in
Professional Cookery
Mandatory Units: 13 Credits

Optional Units: 60 credits
Teacher Choice

Hair and Beauty Studies
Final portfolio checks and
remaining practical
sessions booked with
clients for assessments

Unit
104: Barbering
styles

Unit 215:
Provide
nail art

Unit 216:
Salon
reception
duties

Unit 211:
Barbering
Beards

Unit 222:
Head massage
Unit 205:
Selling
products to
clients

Unit 210:
Provide eye lash and
eyebrow treatment

Portfolio check and
practical
sessions booked in
with clients
Unit 203:
Consultation
Unit 204:
Shampooing
(hair and
barbering)

Unit
209: Styling
Unit 208: Provide
pedicure treatments

Unit 210:
Barbering
Cutting

Unit 209:
Unit 206: Cutting
Apply make-up Unit 207: Coloring

Unit 207: Provide manicure products Unit 206: Remove hair
using waxing techniques

Unit 205:
Promote
products and
services to
clients

On completion
you will be able
to gain
employment in
salons

Unit 201: Hair industry Unit 203: Client care
Colour coding below, black applied to all
Unit 201: Working in the and communication
qualifications
beauty related industry Unit 204: Provide
• Level 2 Diploma Beauty therapy
facial skin care
• Level 2 Diploma Ladies and men's hairdressing Unit 202: Health and
safety
• Level 2 Certificate in barbering

COURSE
COMPLETED
Ingredients in hair
and beauty
products. Ethical
consideration for
testing cosmetics
Understand
the chemistry
of cosmetics
and consider
their uses
within hair and
beauty
products
Unit
202

Prepare for
60%
synoptic in
March/April.

2nd
attempt
at 2 hour
exam in
May

Hair, skin and nail conditions
and how they can impact or
limit treatments and services

Submit synoptic after practical
observations written and
evidence submitted in May
Revise Unit 201 and 202
content and exam
techniques
Exam
preparatio
n

Anatomy and physiology
Terminology of hair, skin and
nails
The impact of acids and alkalis on hair
and skin. The scientific principles of
ingredients in hair and beauty products

The science
of hair and
beauty

Research key features of
jobs within both sectors
and how this links to
business

Exploring the
world of hair and
beauty

1st attempt
at 2 hour
exam
October
mock

City and Guilds
Level 2: Technical
Award in Hair and
Beauty Studies

Unit
201

Work
experien
ce

The key features of hair and
beauty in ancient eras, the
past hundred years and in
modern society

Sit
first attempt
at written
exam in
March

Understand the key features of
the hair and beauty sector
Induction to Level 2:
Era booklet covering ancient
Japan to current eras

Researching the
types of salons
and treatments
An introduction to the hair
and beauty industry
Practical
observation
s
on working
safely in the
salons

Practical skills
Working on basic manicures, skin care,
plaits and straightening/curling
Different career roles and
responsibilities within the
sector

City and Guilds
Level 1:
An Introduction to
Hair and Beauty

Welcome to
Hair and
Beauty
Presenting a
professional image in
the salon

Health and safety in
salons

NCFE: Business and Enterprise
Progression
Completion of this subject at Level 2 will enable you to study the following Level 3 courses.
• Level 3 BTEC in Business Studies
• A-Level Business Studies
• A-Level Economics
• An apprenticeship within sectors such as a finance, marketing or human resources.
• Level 3 Qualification from London Institute of Business of Finance

2.2 Human
Resources:

2.4 Business
Planning:
• Planning

•

Human
Resources

2.3 Sources of
Finance:

2.1 Resource and
Growth:
•
•
•

• Business and
enterprise funding
• Business and
enterprise finance

Business research
Resource planning
Business growth

4. Internal Influences:

• Customer service
• Internal influences
• Internal challenges and growth

5. External Influences:
•
External influences
•
Challenges of growth

11

2. Marketing:

• Marketing mix
• Market research and
markets

1.Entrepreneurship:

3.Operations:

•
•
•
•

• Operations
management

Entrepreneur
Aims and objectives
Structures
Stakeholder engagement

10

Focus:

Term 5 and 6 Project: • Internal influences
Empty Shop Project • Extremal influences

Focus:
* Business planning
Focus:
• Entrepreneurship
• Aims and objectives
• Market research

Term 4 Project: Easter Egg
project

Term 3 Project:
Mobile Van
Company Project

Term 2 Project:
Business Location

Focus:
Research
Teamwork
The marketing mix place

Focus
Research
Decision making
The marketing mix

Term 1 Project:
NatWest Money Sense.
Design an App

In your Year 9 lessons you will develop the key
skills needed to complete an NCFE in Business
and Enterprise

9

BTEC Marketing KS5
C. Review market research
findings and make
recommendations for a startup business.

B. Implement market research
activities to meet a specific
start-up business’ marketing
objectives.

External assessment
re-take
June
A. Examine types of market
research used by start-up
businesses to inform decision
making.

Unit 12: Market Research for a start
up Business

B. Explore the use of
influencer marketing
within a specific
market sector.

C. Develop an influencer
marketing plan for a specific
organisation.

Links to Units 1,2,3,4 5, 6, 11
A. Investigate
influencers and
their associated
marketing
campaigns.

A. Examine the purposes
and benefits to a
selected organisation of
generating customer
loyalty.

Unit 11: Influencer Marketing
Links to Units 1 & 4

B. Investigate the
information required
to implement
customer loyalty
strategies.

Unit 6: Generating Customer
Loyalty
Links to Units 1, 2, 3, 4 5 6 11 & 12

C. Review the
methods of
generating customer
loyalty in a selected
organisation.

External assessment
re-take
January
D. Review the
development
and
effectiveness of
a digital
marketing
campaign.

Unit 4:
Applying Digital
Marketing
Linked to Unit 11

A. Explore the principles of
digital marketing practice used
in the marketing industry.

C. Develop a digital
marketing campaign for
a specific product or
service.

B. Explore the use of
digital marketing in a
specific product or
service.

B. Researching and
analysing the market.

A. Marketing activities.

C. Consumers and
customers.

Unit 2: Principles of Marketing
Links to Units 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 & 12

C. Recommend
improvements to a
brand for an existing
product or service.

Unit 1: Careers in Marketing

External assessment
June.

B. Review how branding is
used by a selected
organisation.

A. Examine the
organisation of
the marketing industry in
the UK.

Links to Units 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11 &
12
B. Investigate careers in
the marketing industry.
D. Present customer
communications for a
specific product or service.

C. Plan and create
customer
communications for a
specific product or
service.

B. Investigate the customer
communications process for
a specific product or
service.

D. Developing a marketing
strategy using a
coordinated marketing mix
(7Ps).

A. Investigate the role of
branding in a selected
organisation.

Unit 5: Branding Products and
Services
Links to Units 1, 2, 3,4 6 11 & 12

C. Undertake
recruitment activities
for a job role in the
marketing industry.

D. Reflect on own
performance
in the recruitment process
to prepare for a career in
the marketing industry.

Unit 3: Customer
Communications
Linked to Units 1 , 2, 5, 6 & 12

A. Explore segmentation,
targeting and positioning and
the influences on the customer
decision-making process.

Health and Social Care
Unit 19 (if Unit 6 hasn't been done) Nutritional Health
Basing your work on two service users, you will complete an analysis of nutritional health and
improvement of the nutritional health of one of your studies

Unit 4:
Enquiries into
Current
Research in
Health and
Social Care
This unit is
externally set
and marked

TRIPLE AWARD:
Unit 12
Supporting
Individuals with
Additional
Needs.
You will explore
the role of
health and
social care
services in
providing care
and support to
individuals with
additional
needs

TRIPLE AWARD: Unit 3 Anatomy and
Physiology for Health and Social Care
You will cover the structure, organisation
and function of the human body, and
anatomical and physiological systems
and medical research related to
disorders affecting these systems.

TRIPLE AWARD: Unit 18 Assessing
Children’s Development Support
Needs.
You will explore theories that explain
how children develop, the factors that
may impact development, and how
growth and development is monitored
and supported.

Unit 8: Promoting Public Health
Looks at the history of public health policy, how it
is developed and its aims for keeping us safe
TRIPLE AWARD : Unit 17 Caring for Individuals with Dementia.
In this unit you explore conditions leading to dementia, their causes,
symptoms, the effects on individuals and the support required to
ensure independence and dignity for individuals

Term
3
TRIPLE AWARD: Unit 6
Unit 2: Working in Health and
Work experience in health and social care. You
Social Care
will explore the benefits of work experience.
Looking at a variety of roles
Over
2 years you will carry out and reflect on a
within the health care and social
period
of work experience, and plan for
care systems, and some of the
personal
and professional development
settings where care is delivered

First Aid Unit
Learning
about how to
respond in a
situation
where
another
person has
an injury,
whether mild
or severe and
what first aid
to give for a
variety of
injuries and
the reasons
why

BTEC level 3 national
diploma in health and
social care

Term
1&2

Attend an Open Evening
at Canterbury Christ
Church University to look
at the variety of
available careers in the
health care industry

Unit 6: Work Experience in Health
and Social Care
This is an optional, but highly
recommended unit. Complete 100
hours of work in a variety of health
and social care settings. This offers
personal as well as professional
development

Unit 7: Principles of Safe Practice in
Health and Social Care.
Looks at all aspects of keeping service
users safe in a variety of settings, from
food hygiene to infection control

Unit 14:
Physiological
Disorders
You will study
Unit 5: Meeting Individual Care and two physiological
Support Needs
disorders, the
An internally marked unit, assessed causes, signs and
by two written assignments based
symptoms, and
on case studies
their effects on
the service user.
You will look at
the various
treatment
options and care
settings for these

Unit 1: Human Lifespan Development
Focuses on the physical, social,
intellectual and emotional development
Care Values
of humans in all life stages
The rights and responsibilities of individuals and the UK
and European legislation that is in place to protect these
rights. These are linked to examples in various health
and social care settings

Term
3&4

Term
1&2

Effective Communication Unit
Learning about different types of communication. Positive
and negative influences on communication and ways to
overcome them; personal qualities needed as a professional
and interacting with one person and a group effectively

Body Systems Unit
Learning about the cardiovascular, respiratory and
digestive systems and related disorders. Taking
measurements of pulse, peak flow and BMI and
comparing, analysing and explaining the results

Term
5&6

Health
Learning about a range of health
issues and related professionals in
health and social care

Term
3&4
Anatomy
Learning about
anatomy, linked to
health issues
including practicals

Term
1&2

Diet
Learning about diet and giving
advice to service users with
varying requirements

Psychology in Health and Social Care
Learning about interactions and influences on
communication between service users and
professionals and in public health

Creative Therapies
Designing a range of activities
to help service users with a
range of issues, e.g. making
things, scrapbooking, games

Equality and Diversity
Covering disabilities and
how to enable access to
activities for all.

Term
1&2
Own skills and qualities for different
careers in health and social care

Revision for
re-sit exam
and/or
finishing off
coursework,
ready for
submission

OCR Cambridge
National in Health
and Social Care

Term
5&6

Term
3&4

Exam based
on Unit 1
and 2

Life Span
Development and care needs of individuals
from birth to older age

Welcome to
Health and
Social Care!

Travel and Tourism KS5
Observations and portfolio of tasks
Reflection on work experience

Reflect on work
experience undertaken
and its influence on own
personal and
professional
development

Carry out work experience
in an appropriate and safe
manner

External assessment
Re-Take
May/June

Unit 13: Work Experience in Travel
and Tourism

Visitor types
Products and services
Secondary spend
Customer experience

Links to Units 1,2,3,5 & 9

Investigate opportunities
for work-related learning in
the travel and tourism
industry

Explore how visitor
attractions respond
to competition and
measure their
success and appeal

Examine how visitor
attractions meet the
diverse expectations of
visitors
Law
Finance
Resources
Documents

Unit 5: Travel and Tourism
Enterprises
Links to Units 1, 2 9 & 13
Design a
promotional
campaign

Produce a promotional
campaign for a new travel
and tourism product or
service, to meet stated
objectives.
Using data to
identify a new
product or
service

Carry out market research
to identify a new travel and
tourism enterprise idea to
meet the changing needs of
consumers

Produce
promotional
materials

Investigate the
nature, role and
appeal of visitor
attractions

Develop a start-up plan
for a new travel and
tourism enterprise to
meet the changing needs
of consumers

Unit 9: Visitor Attractions
Links to Units 1 2 & 13

Carry out a pitch for
the new travel and
tourism enterprise
start-up plan in order
to generate interest
in the new travel and
tourism enterprise

Prepare a marketing
strategy to launch the
new travel and
tourism enterprise to
raise consumer
awareness

Marketing mix
Marketing
strategy

External assessment
Re-take
January

Analysing data
Collecting data

Carry out market research in
order to identify a new
travel and tourism product
or service

Marketing and
success
How
marketing
influences
business
activities

Examine the impact that
marketing activities have
on the success of different
travel and tourism
organisations

Links between
marketing and
customer
service

Unit 3: Principles of Marketing in
Travel and Tourism
Product
development
and innovation

Evaluate types
of travel

Be able to evaluate factors
and consumer trends that
influence the popularity and
appeal of global destinations,
synthesising ideas and
evidence to support
recommendations

Planning
itineraries and
costs to match
customers
needs

Income and
spending

Presentation
with
supporting
documents

Links to Units 2 & 13
External
assessment
May/June

Evaluate travel
routes

Evaluate information to
make informed decisions
about the suitability of
travel plans, routes and
itineraries to meet the
needs of specified
customers

Evaluate how information
and data can be used by the
travel and tourism industry to
make decisions that impact
organisations and customers

Factors and
appeal of
destinations

Explore the role of
marketing activities in
influencing customer
decisions and meeting
customer needs in travel
and tourism

Apply knowledge and
understanding of the features
that contribute to the appeal
of global destinations and the
types of tourism and
activities they support

Analyse information and
data from the travel and
tourism industry,
identifying trends and the
potential impact of
different factors on the
industry and its customers

Geographical
awareness

Demonstrate knowledge and
understanding of the location,
features and appeal of global
destinations

Product
development
and innovation

External
assessment
January
SWOT analysis

UK as a travel
destination

Gateways and
transport hubs

PEST analysis

Visitor numbers
Employment

The marketing
mix

Apply knowledge and
understanding of the travel and
tourism industry. Identify
factors impacting the industry,
making comparisons to real-life
travel and tourism scenarios

Unit 1:
The World of Travel
and Tourism
Linked to Units 2, 5 9 & 13

Technology

Product and services

Customer types

Demonstrate knowledge and
understanding of the travel
and tourism industry, types
of tourism and organisations
involved

Unit 2:
Global Destinations
Linked to Units 5 9 & 13

Criminology
Examination
25% of Level 3 Diploma

Agencies of
social control

Aims of
punishment

Forms of
social control
The role of
punishment in the
criminal justice
system

Measures used in
social control
The effectiveness
of agencies of
social control

Organisation in
England and Wales

Forms of
punishment

Processes
used for law
making

Drawing
conclusions

Evaluating
validity

The criminal
justice system

Controlled
assessment

Case studies:
criminal
investigation and
prosecution

Models of
criminal justice

25% of Level 3 Diploma

Trial processes
Personnel

Prosecution
requirements

Methods of
investigation

Rules of evidence
The criminal
investigation
process

The criminal
prosecution
process
Factors influencing
the outcomes of
criminal cases

Processing
evidence

Use of lay people
How social changes
impact policy
development

The rights of
individuals

How campaigns
impact policy
development

Examination

Causes of
change to
social policies

Links to
theories of
criminality

50% of Level 3 Certificate
25% of Level 3 Diploma

Social policies to
prevent a
crime and
recidivism
Functional,
structural,
interactional,
realist

Physiological,
neurological,
genetic

Evidence of
effectiveness

Biological,
sociological and
individualistic
theories of crime
Behavioural, psychological,
psychodynamic

Criminality as a
social
construction

When is a crime
not a crime?

Designing
materials

Aims, audience
and methods

Defining crime
and deviance

Controlled
assessment
Planning a
campaign to
change behaviour

Aims, audiences
and methods

50% of Level 3 Certificate
25% of Level 3 Diploma

Justifying
choices
Crime in the
media

Comparing campaigns
to change laws and
behaviour

Effectiveness
of media used

Types of crime

Public
perceptions of
crime

Crime statistics

Unreported
crime

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
BTEC
retakes

A level PE
Easter
revision
A level PE
Analysis &
evaluation
completion

Unit 10

A level PE Paper 1
and Paper 2

Unit 9

Unit 8
BTEC folder
completion
A level
PE NEA
practical

Unit 3
Unit 32

BTEC
retakes

Unit 19

Unit 23

BTEC
retakes

Unit 5

Unit 5

Unit 2

Unit 7

Unit 1
BTEC January
exam:
Unit 19 & 22

A level PE
January
mocks

: Unit 4

Unit 22

Unit 4
BTEC
Single:
Unit 1

Final
exams

Sample
send off
Reviewing
training
programme

BTEC
Double:
Unit 3

Unit 8

Volleyball

Unit 3

BTEC May
exam:
Units 1&2

Unit 4

Unit 2

BTEC
Triple:
Unit 4

Rounders

Mock
Tests:
Paper 1
&2

Unit 7

Unit 25

Unit 22

Unit 23

Unit 2

Unit 1

BTEC
January
exam:
Unit 22

Football

Socio cultural
influences

Designing a
training
programme.

Gym

Musculoskeletal
system

Physical
training
NEA

Lesson
planning

Badminton
Netball

Basketball

Fitness

Psychology

Training diary

Exam
revision

Softball

Rounders

Lesson plan
self-reflection

Softball
Technical
and tactical

Basketball

Exam

Anatomy

Gym

Rounders

Physiology

Physical
training

Spinning

Leadership
BTEC Sport

Athletics

Attributes of
a leader

GCSE PE

Athletics
Musculoskeletal
system

Volleyball
Technical analysis

Lab
testing
CCCU

Rugby

Interhouse
competition

Netball
Spinning

Badminton
Fitness

Netball
Fitness Tests

Cricket
Movement
analysis

Volleyball

Self-analysis

Football
Softball/Rounders

Interhouse
competition
Fitness

Rules and
regulations

Football

Health
and
fitness

Sport Studies Preference
Cricket
Badminton
Sports
day

Training
methods

Volleyball
Basketball

Interhouse
competition
Netball

Football

Components
of Fitness
Gymnastics

Sports
day

Interhouse
competition

Rugby/Tag Rugby
Cricket

Softball/Rounders

Athletics

Cricket
Interhouse
competition

Athletics
Run, Jump,
Throw
Gymnastics

Interhouse
competition
Swimming

Interhouse
competition
Basketball
Interhouse
competition

Basketball

Transition
fortnight
(Run, Jump,
Throw)

Fitness/OAA

Interhouse
competition
Swimming

OAA/Fitness

Volleyball

Athletics
Basic skills

Interhouse
competition
Healthy
Lifestyles
Basic skills with speed
and accuracy

Rugby/Tag
Rugby

Interhouse
competition

Football

Netball

Exploring tactical
strategy

Implementing specific
strategy

Implementing specific
strategy with skill

Performing Arts
You will be given the opportunity to work as part of
a group to contribute to a workshop performance Rehearsal, creative intentions,
as either a performer or designer in response to a target audience
Vocal skills, physical
given brief and stimulus.
Component 3
skills

You will develop your performing
arts skills and techniques through
the reproduction of acting, dance
and/or musical theatre repertoire
as performers or designers.

Component 2
Developing Skills
and Techniques in
the Performing Arts

Responding to a Brief

Production elements, refining ideas
Alignment, gesture Question: What was
posture phrasing
music,
energy
fashion and politics like in
Question: How do members of the
the 1960’s?
Question: What
skills do you need to
creative team work together to make
become a West End performer?
the audience laugh?

Theatrical convention, team work,
characterisation, vocal & physical
techniques, interaction with
The role of a Director
others

Sister Act

1
1

Wicked

Projection,
Harmonisation
Characterisatio
movement
memory

Question: How do members
of the creative team portray
Question: How do
conflict and friendship?
you develop and
Themes & issues
Movement memory, extension
combine performance
and combining singing and dance
skills?
Component 1
The role of a choreographer
How do performers
Roles, responsibilities and skills Form/structure/narrative
Exploring the
celebrate the music
Performing Arts
of Abba?

London
The West End

1
0

You will develop your
understanding of the
performing arts by examining
practitioners’ work and the
processes used to create
performance

Mamma Mia
The Musical

Characterisati
Genres of musical, on
performance stylesProjection
Harmonisatio
n

You will explore the context of
‘Mama Mia’, the relevance of
the finale and the role of a
musical director!
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Shakespeare

Iambic Pentameter, text
exploration
Question: Is Shakespeare
Characterisation, status, tension,
Links to English & History
relevant to today's society?
Elizabethan/Jacobean Students will explore plot, relationships
England. RSC opportunities
character, language & structure

Devising
through
Stimulus
Question: Should drama
help to educate society?
Using current affairs to
develop empathy, leading to
a performance using the
conventions to educate
society

Who is
involved
in putting on
a musical and
how are musica
created?
Research ski

Production
Arts
Question: What happens backstage before
Narration,
Lighting sound
and during a performance?
Flashback
Exploring job roles within the production arts, Set, costume
Crosscutting,
students will experiment with sound, set , lighting
Tableau
ans costume design
Ensemble
Choral Movement
Performance Styles

8

Spy School

Projection
Flashback
Characterisatio
n
Direct Address
Blocking
Stage directions

What is a
Musical?

Question: How important is character?
Using
Using
the physical
work of Stanislavski
Theatre youyou
will will
learn
learn
howhow
character
details
willto
help
embody
theconvey
role and
physicality
is used
tellyou
a story
and
bring that person to emotions
life in a three-dimensional way.

Spatial awareness,
gesture, proxemics,
physicalisation,

Working with
scripts
Introduction to
Drama

Choral Movement
Ensemble
Storytelling
Question: Is storytelling still important?
Scripts – students will work with a range of
scripts
And learn about the conventions of storytelling
Links to English:
Through performance
Theme/character analysis

Question: What’s more important dialogue or action?
Silent Movies - students develop their physical acting
skills by exploring the genre of Silent Movie
Status, performance style,
Proxemics,
terminology
gesture,
facial
expressions
Links to Music: appreciation of how music can set the
scene &
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Unit 120:
Constructing Cavity
Walls in Brickwork
and Block Work

Construction
Complete all coursework
units ready to hand in
COURSE
COMPLETED!

Unit 102:
Introduction to the
Construction
Industry

Unit 101:
Introduction to Health and
Safety in Construction

Unit 108:
Fixing Architraves and Skirtings

Unit 001:
Constructing
Halving Joints

During Year 12, students can enter the C&G Level 1
Construction Skills course as a stepping-stone to a trade. This
course allows students to sample different elements within the
construction industry that may provide an insight in selecting a
trade to focus on in further education.

Complete all
coursework units
ready to hand in

City & Guilds Level 1 Construction
Skills

COURSE
COMPLETED!

Understand tools, materials
and equipment used for
brickwork and blockwork

Produce a range of initial
sketch ideas to meet the
requirements of a client brief
for a low-rise building

Understand a client’s
needs to develop a design
brief for a low-rise
building

Unit 6: Exploring Brickwork and
Develop practical skills
Blockwork Principles and Techniques
and safe techniques to
construct brickwork and Use mathematical
Understand the
techniques to solve
blockwork
Unit 3: Construction
impact of forces and
construction problems
and Design
temperature changes
on materials used in
construction

Mock assessment and
real assessment (Jan)

Understand the structural
performance required for
low-rise construction

Introduction
to Unit 2:
Scientific and
Mathematical
Applications for
Construction

Introduction to Unit 1:
Construction
Technology

Understand the work of
the construction industry

BTEC Construction and the
Built Environment

Explore how substructures are
Construction Design & Planning
Students will show 3 designs based on constructed
a given brief containing floor plans,
elevations and perspective drawings.

Maintenance
Students will understand the 3 main types of
maintenance (planned, preventative and emergency).
Conduct maintenance onsite (skate park, painting and
other tasks if needed within the school)

Introduction to Bricklaying
Students will be shown the skills needed to produce a
range of walls starting with a basic pyramid, moving
onto single skin walls and cavity walls.
A selection of bonds will be shown

Construction Materials
Timber, metal, masonry,
glass, plastic

Welcome to
Construction!
Introduction to Carpentry
Students will be shown the skills needed to
complete 4 main wood joints.
The first task will be on marking and sawing
then joint skills will be taught.

Construction Trades
Bricklaying, carpentry,
plastering, plumbing, electrical

Introduction to Health &
Safety
H&S Act
Safety Signs

Food and Nutrition Road Map

Mission – Attend
the Year 11 Leavers'
Prom

AO3
Understand how
hospitality and
catering provision
meets health and
safety
requirements

Gain a Diploma in:
- Food Science and Nutrition
- Hospitality & Catering
- Professional Cooking
- Hospitality & Tourism Management
- Chef Academy

Revise for and sit
your GCSE to give
yourself a
competitive edge
in life. A chance
to improve your
current grade
TASK 3. Prepare,
cook and present
the two dishes that
the apprentice will
prepare and cook

TASK 2. Plan for
the production of
two dishes that
could be included
on the menu

Check out how
professionals
present and garnish
their dishes

TASK 1. Propose
four nutritional
dishes to meet
the needs of the
brief

Unit 2 –
Hand in

Use BBC Bitesize as a
revision tool

AO4
Know
how food
can cause
ill health

Revise for and
sit your GCSE
Year 10 June
exam

YEAR

2 hour sessions:
Example of practical
dishes
Chicken Kiev
Panna cotta
Carrot and coriander
soup
Fish pie
Potatoes dauphinoise
Stuffed chicken
Minestrone soup
Cheesecake
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Preparation:
Develop and refine
high level making skills

Work experience
Experience
being a
nutritionist/foo
d developer,
working as a
professional
chef and much
more

AO2
Understand how
hospitality and
catering provisions
operate

AO5
Be able to propose
a hospitality and
catering provision
to meet specific
requirements

AO1
Understand the
environment in
which hospitality
and catering
providers operate

Unit 2: Hospitality
and Catering in
Action
Coursework
(3 Tasks)
Starting your GCSE in
Hospitality and
Catering
2 Units

YEAR
Attend college
taster days
Be creative!
Watch Ready
Steady Cook

Year 9 Projects

Demonstrate your knowledge of nutrition and food preparation throughout four different projects.
Apply your knowledge of nutrition and food preparation through designing and adapting recipes.
Demonstrate skills and techniques in a range of different dishes and cuisines.
Analyse and evaluate results from a range of experiments carried out and through evaluation of dishes.

Examples of practical dishes:
Stir fry
Lasagne
Carrot/courgette cake
Fondant design and icing
Pizza
Pastry pies and tarts
Ravioli
Profiteroles
Pavlova
Roulade

Knowledge:
Embedding and
enhancing knowledge
based around scientific
principles and
nutrition

A visit to a
professional
kitchen/industry

Balanced
diets

Food
and
nutrition

Celebration
cakes

Be inspired!
Watch Junior
Masterchef

Attend Options
Complete your Evening for GCSEs
options form

YEAR

9

Multicultural
foods

Seasonal food

Demonstrate Skills
and Techniques:
Pizza toast
Pasta salad
Cheese straw
Sausage rolls

Demonstrate Skills
and Techniques:
Composites dishes
using; protein,
carbohydrates and
vegetables

Develop good
independent
study habits

8 dietary
guidelines

Demonstrate Skills
and Techniques:
Cook a range of
dishes following the
guidelines

Cake making,
function of
ingredients

Experience formal
assessment and
learn how to revise

Donate to the
food bank

YEAR

8

Balanced meals

Staple foods

H

Be inspired!
Watch The Great
British Bake Off

Analyse and Evaluate:
Reflect on what you
have made applying
next steps where
possible
Demonstrate and
Apply Knowledge:
The Eatwell Guide

Become Star Chef
of the Week!

Sign up to Cooking
Club!
Using the
oven and hob

Demonstrate Skills
and Techniques:
Muesli biscuits
Breakfast muffins
Use of eggs
Continental vs
English breakfast

Analyse and Evaluate:
Reflect on what you
have made, applying
next steps where
possible

YEAR

7
Demonstrate Skills
and Techniques:
Dippy Divers
Coleslaw
Fruit salad

Introduction to the
Food Room:
Food safety and
hygiene in the
kitchen

Demonstrate
Skills and
Techniques:
Cake making
methods;
creaming, rubbing
in
melting and
whisking

Your first Year 8 lesson:
Key skills checklist
Balanced diet and
nutrition

Your first 2 theory
food lesson:
Introduction to The
Eatwell guide and
Hand of Nutrients

Knife skills

Demonstrate and
Apply Knowledge:
Eggs used as a
commodity in
cooking
Shortening/pastry
theory
Demonstrate Skills
and Techniques:
Cupcakes
Brownies
Scones
Swiss Roll

Analyse and Evaluate:
Analysing results
Sensory evaluation.

Demonstrate Skills
and Techniques:
Cook a range of
dishes from around
the world.

Demonstrate Skills and
Techniques:
Learn to modify dishes
to suit diets.
Demonstrate and
Apply Knowledge:
Nutrients, functions
and sources

Demonstrate and
Apply Knowledge:
Specialist diets and
life stages

Demonstrate and
Apply Knowledge:
Biological raising
agents, working with
yeast and how
ingredients work
and why?

Special diets
Dietary needs
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Unit 1:
Hospitality and
Catering
5 Assessment
Objectives

Baseline
Assessment:
What do you
already
know?

Product Design
Complete
and
finalise all
work and
submit

KS5
FINISHED

Paper 1:
1.5 hrs (80 marks)

Paper 1:
2.5 hrs (120 marks)

Mock exams

Exam revision

Complete
NEA

NEA:
Evaluation

NEA:
Manufacture
NEA:
Designs

Unit 3: Engineering Product Design and Manufacture
Set task released in Dec and completed in May (60 marks)
Make
exam
piece

Complete
final optional unit TBC
Unit 1: Engineering
Principles

Complete Unit 1
written paper
2 hours (80 marks)
Unit 2: Delivery of Engineering
Processes Safely as a Team

NEA:
Research

BTEC Engineering

Final
design
ready
to
make

A-level Product Design

10 hour
exam

Begin NEA

Practical Skills Lamp
Project

CAD
and
card
models

Design ideas
linking to
research

Explore theme
using a range of
practical skills

Finishing
product

Exam
Exam
Prep
Research
chosen theme

Exam
released
1st Jan

NEA:
Make

Final
amendments

5 themes
released

GCSE
3D
Design
CAD and card
modelling

Books/
Mood
board magazines

Practice a range of Evaluate Pewter cast your
own design
wood joints accurately

Understanding
pewter casting

Making your
own wooden Designing your
box
own wooden box
Using
Understanding
thermoplastics dichloromethane

Designing
Designing in the
style of Memphis

Design
development

Vacuum forming
own packaging
Designing
packaging
Designing on
2D design

Designing
skills

Applying wood
finishes

What is Using metalwork
tools
enamelling?

Enamelling
project
Artist
analysis

One and
two-point
perspective
Drawing
Tone and
skills
shade
Isometric
drawing
Designing Making a
mood board

Hand and machine
sewing skills

Door
wedge
project
Learning about
Designing the 3 categories
skills
of wood

Understanding
CAD/CAM
Earphone
wrap
project

Learn transfer and Using the sewing
machine
block printing
Pencil
case
project

Using hand
and machine
woodworking
tools

Models Drawings

Researching

Designing

Key
principles
of
Memphis
design

Memphis
project

Design
ideas

Pewter
casting
project

Wooden
box
project

CAD
design
developments

NEA:
Design

NEA:
Explore

NEA:
Research

Annotating
designs

Using
practical
Samples
techniques

Artist Primary Museums/
research photos galleries

Researching
techniques

Using a
range of
hand and
machine
tools

Make presentation
boards
Make your
final
product

Complete
NEA

Sampling and
exploring techniques
Designing

Mock
NEA
project

Core theory
knowledge

Phone
case
project

Evaluation Learning about
and analysis where fabrics
come from
skills

Introduction to
workshop
Health and safety

Welcome to The
Canterbury
Academy!

Photography

Idea
developmen
t

Practical
exam 15hrs

Exam
planning

Exhibition

Experimentatio
n

Mind map
themes
and research
Explore
exam themes

Idea development
Exhibition
planning Technical
Research
Final submission of personal experimentation
investigation project and
essay

EXAM

PI introduction, idea
development
and essay writing

Personal
investigation
Explore and define
Trip
theme
Introduction to Develop and
Introduction to
lighting studio and create final piece
exposure
darkroom
A Level
A Level
See through
combination
people
and alliance
project
project

Final coursework
hand in
Exhibition
Practical
exam 10hrs
Idea
developmen
t
Experimentatio
n

Photoshop
experiments
Develop and create
final piece

Develop
Analogue
Film
and create
techniques
experiments
final piece
(mock)

Mind map themes
and begin research

Explore
exam themes

Make final
piece

Idea development

Print / make
final piece

Photoshop
workshop

Urban
architecture
project

Photographic
experiments
Photoshop
skills
Create your
own
tessellation

Storyboard
drawing

Introduction to
photojournalism

GCSE Project 2:
Culture and identity

Lightbox
workshop

Mixed
media
outcome

Design skills

Still life
project
Rules of
composition

Cardboard
relief
portraits
Picasso
portraits

War and peace
project

Drawing skills

Media
experiment
s

Developing and
Manual
manipulation creating final
exhibition piece
workshop

Skull drawing

Tower of London Clay
installation workshop

Design
skills

Polyboard
printing

Portraiture
project
Mixed media
war art
Observational
drawing

Baseline test

Architecture
project

Architects
from around
the world

The meaning of
colour around the
world

Advertising poster

Sketchbook
presentation

Tessellations
project
M. C. Escher

Crop &
framing
workshop

Still life
workshop

Macro
experiments

Introduction to
photography
‘Hobbies’

Mathematic
al patterns
in art

Introduction to
portraiture
techniques

Body adornment
experiments

Researching &
Introduction to
Photo montage
defining a theme
photographic
lighting
sculpture
Analysing
Introduction to
Studio health
photographers
exposure
and safety

Develop final
ideas

Explore and define
theme

Depth of field
experiments

GCSE Project 1:
Abstract and distortion
project

Trip

Portraiture
workshop

PS identity
experiments

Darkroom Induction

Transcription
experiments

Lightroom and
retouching

Studio workshop

GCSE Project 3:
Edges

GCSE Project 4:
Exam

Idea development
and
experimentation

Colour
theory

Portraitur
e test 1

Mexican Day
of the Dead
project

Typograph
y
What is Día de
Muertos?

Portrait
test 2
Proportion
s of the
How to
face
draw
features

Textiles

Complete
presentation of
sketchbook &
boards
Initial & final
design
ideas

KS5
FINISHED

Exam
Prep

15hr exam:
Final make

Explore
theme using
research

Mock
exam

Exam
Released
1st Feb

Develop
theme using
samples

Portfolio:
Make final
design

Portfolio:
Sampling

Complete
portfolio

7 exam
themes
released

Complete presentation of
sketchbook & boards

Make
exam
piece
Final
design
ready
to
make

A-level Art &
Design: Textiles

Research
chosen theme

Exam
released
1st Jan

Complete
sketchbook or
boards
Make your
final design

NEA:
Make

Final
amendments

5 themes
released

Artist Primary Museums/
research photos galleries
NEA:
Research

Collecting
research
Design
ideas

Mock
NEA
project

Sewing
machine
skills

Using
practical
techniques

Printing Methods of
methods
dying

Felting

Batik

Weaving

Using
Understanding
thermoplastics dichloromethane

Researching
artists &
designers
Learn transfer and Using the sewing
machine
block printing

Vacuum forming
own packaging
Designing
packaging
Designing on
2D design

Pencil
case
project
Designing
Designing in the
style of Memphis
Memphis
project

Using hand
and machine
woodworking
tools
Design
development

Understanding
CAD/CAM

Heat
manipulation

Key
principles
of
Memphis
Design

Designing
skills

Applying wood
finishes

Artist
analysis

Earphone
wrap
project
What is Using metalwork
tools
enamelling?

One and
two-point
perspective
Drawing
Enamelling
Tone and
skills
project
shade
Isometric
drawing
Designing Making a
mood board

Hand and machine
sewing skills

Door
wedge
project
Learning about
Designing the 3 categories
skills
of wood

Sample
developments

Samples

Textile
techniques

Water
dissolvable
fabric

Annotating
designs
Design
ideas

NEA:
Design

NEA:
Explore
Books/
Mood
board magazines

Digital fabric
design

Making
your own
samples

Artist & designer
research

Complete
NEA

Creating
final design

Sampling and
exploring
techniques

Skills

Finishing
final design

Exam
prep

Portfolio:
Decide
theme

Begin
portfolio

Fashion
Sewing
construction
machine skills
skills

Design ideas
linking to
research

Samples
inspired
by
research

Portfolio:
Research

Related
study

Revisiting surface decoration
skills

10 hour
exam

Explore theme
using a range of
practical skills

Portfolio:
Design ideas

Phone
case
project

Evaluation Learning about
and analysis where fabrics
come from
skills

Introduction to
workshop
Health and safety

Welcome to The
Canterbury
Academy

Think
Question

Debate

Discussion

Geography – a journey of questions and
answers
Can geopolitics provide a
solution to development
and human rights?

Why does human
development vary
from place to
place?
How do my
actions
affect
global
climates?

Global
development
and
connections
Where
will our
energy
come
from?

Revision
and exams

Do superpowers
always make the right
decisions?

Can we
make more
water?

Do we waste
water?

What will my
conclusions be?

The carbon
How does the
cycle
The water
carbon cycle
Superpowers
cycle
Fieldwork
keep the planet
What issues
and NEA
healthy?
need
Which part of the world will How do Superpowers
investigating?
How much freshwater
affect me?
the next superpower come
is there?
Is there a better
from?
Why are some
How has globalisation way to manage the
places more
affected different people?
coastline?
Shaping
How do I answer a
Can
vulnerable?
places
question?
regeneration do
Coastal
Tectonic
what it says?
What do I know?
landscapes
Globalisation
processes
and change
and
Why are places
hazards
different?
Revision
Is globalisation to blame
Can we explain
Can we
and
for environmental What are the consequences
process?
reduce risk?
exams
of sea level change?
degradation?
Why
are
there
What is my
How do we
Is a sustainable
What does
more
tropical
opinion?
keep people
future possible?
How can we
the evidence
storms?
safe?
manage dynamic
say?
The
Issue
landscapes?
Natural
challenge of
evaluation
hazards
Do different
resource
How are
opinions
management
different
matter?
UK
physical
landforms
Why does the
Are there
Does the world have
Can we prevent
landscapes
Can
we
manage
created?
ground
shake?
patterns and
enough resources?
flooding?
climate
change?
trends?
How can we
Do urban areas provide more
Can we predict
Can I be a resource improve quality
opportunity than challenge?
the future?
and be protected? of life?
Why are
Urban
Can we find
landscapes
Can
Changing
issues
and
patterns?
different?
geography
The living
economic
challenges
save us from
world
Who
world
Can we get richer
disease?
makes the
without the
decisions?
Why am I like
environment
Why
is
there
Can we live
this?
Will the world
Why is there a
getting poorer?
deforestation?
sustainably?
Who will
order change?
development
gap?
What affects
rule the
Why is it a
What is
What is a world?
birth and death
problem? Can we stay safe in
Can we live
globalisation?
superpower?
rates?
an earthquake?
sustainably?
Is
What is
Are my trainers
Can
I
explain
globalisation
Welcome
to
threatening
What do you
ethical?
Can
the plastic in
a good
population
our planet?
know about
geography
our
oceans
thing?
Why are we more
tectonics?
save the
connected?
Where does
world?
Are oceans
Why
do
some
people
our water
What is a
Where does my important? Why do we get leave their home?
Is the world
Where does
volcanoes?
resource? Do we have come from?
plastic end up?
getting smaller?
everyone
live?
How cold is
What Why does life How can
enough food Will we all eat
Can we prevent
Which
What is
Antarctica? threatens expectancy
insects?
and water?
places
climate change?
countries are in Japan like?
vary?
these places?
develop?
Asia?
Can we prevent
Why is
What do you
Is
conflict
conflict?
Welcome
to
Can I explain
China so
know about
Can
inevitable?
biomes
climate
rich?
development?
geography
change?
Can we
explain
What is Why do we
Is
global
protect the
Asia?
What
is
an
get conflict?
What is a
What is the
Why are some places
warming conflict?
coastline?
adaptation?
rainforest
greenhouse
What are
rich and some poor?
bad?
like?
effect?
the
What is a
Does water
Why do we get
positives of
Why does it Where am
safari like?
create or break tourism?
tornadoes?
I?
rain?
our
Why
What do
landscapes? Is tourism a
does it
Can I explain
Welcome to
you know
flood?
Africa?
good
thing?
Geography
What is
about the
erosion?
weather?

C

Can going on
holiday harm
the
environment?

Where
should I go
on holiday?

Is everyone
poor?

How can we
How do you
protect
What do
use a map? What do you study
ourselves from the clouds
Is Africa a
in Geography?
tropical
mean?
country?
storms?
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Music

Unit E12:
Using creative
collaboration to
develop a project

KS5
FINISHED

Unit E11:
Undertaking
a defined
technical
project
role

Unit D9:
Producing a
personal
project

Unit E13:
Producing a
collaborative
project

Unit D10:
Using material for self-promotion
Applying
and networking
existing
knowledge to
unheard music
Comparing
Set Works
with
related
pieces

Unit A1:
Performing as an
ensemble

Group
performing

Selecting appropriate
material and level

‘Piano Sonata ‘Star Wars ‘Killer
Theme’ Queen’
No. 8’

GCSE
Music

‘Music For
A While’

Understanding key
signatures and
chord types
Structure
& form

Understanding
more advanced
notation

Following
scores

Identifying
ternary form
and sonata
form
Performing TV
theme tunes

Exploring
minimalism
and folk
singing

Using the
keyboards

Writing
original
music

Music ICT

Musical
styles

Playing
percussion
music from
Africa and
Indonesia

Composing Blues
song lyrics

Music
genres

Musical
traditions

Instruments

Learning about
the orchestra and
its four families

Performing Learning about
right hand chords and how
to create them
melodies

Rehearsal
discipline
Selecting
appropriate
stimulus
Group
performing and
recording of
polyrhythms
Electronic
dance music

Creating
your own
theme
tune

Understanding
the mechanics of
the guitar

Guitar
skills

Using Layering
cubase tracks
software

Rhythm,
metre &
tempo

Harmony &
tonality

The role of film
music

Solo
performing

Composing
one

‘Defying Gravity’

Reading
music

Composing to
your own free
brief

‘Samba Em
Preludio’

Set
works

Scales and modes

Using riffs,
ostinato
and
sequences

Melodic
dictation

Dictation

Choose
from four
briefs
‘Brandenburg
Concerto’

Melody &
texture

Rhythmic dictation

‘Release’
Set
works

Composing
two

Identifying textures by
ear using the ‘phonic’
suffixes correctly
Composing
short
melodies in
different
forms

Unit A2:
Creating musical material

Unit A3:
Using musical
styles
Listening skills
and team ethic

Rehearsal
discipline

Unit C7:
Planning a
career in the
music
industry

BTEC Music

Unheard
listening

Record
final
groups
and
solos

Unit D8:
Using development
plans to refine skills

Rock ‘n’
roll in the
1950s
Improvising on
the blues scale
Understanding the
historical contexts of
Blues and Reggae

Notation &
theory

Introduction to the
basics of reading
musical melodies

Welcome to The
Canterbury
Academy

Cross Curricular Links
Knowledge
Subject Specific Skills

Drama Learning Journey
Question: Actor’s are nothing without designers?
This component requires students to consider all aspects of
production developing sound knowledge on the productions
creative process Live Theatre

Component 3
Theatre Makers in
Practice
Exam

Links to English; explorin
characters, themes, plot

Learning lines
rehearsing,
amending and
refining text
extracts

Evaluation

Component 2
Performance from
Text

Question: What makes a character interesting
for
an audience? this provides students will be
provided opportunities to explore plot, structure,
Links to English text analysis
narrative, developing empathy skills, as they
consider different characters and develop
methods of communicating ideas and themes.

Component 1
Devising

1
1

Question: What makes good theatre? Theatrical convention, team work,
Students will explore a range of stimuli & usecharacterisation, vocal & physical
their knowledge of drama conventions & techniques
performance styles to devise a piece of Stimuli, analysis, genre, social,
theatre
historical and cultural contexts,

Component 3
Theatre Makers in
Practice
Set Text

health & safety
Links to English; conflict
And relationships

1
0

Playwright intentions,
deconstructing text,
Social & Historical context

Live Theatre
Review & Direction

Question: What type
theatre is more
powerful,
naturalistic or nonnaturalistic?

Acting Skills

Characterisati
Question: How is meaning
Analysis
on
Question: Do historical events have
Interpreted and
Playwright intentions
Vocal Skills
a place in today’s world?
communicated on stage? Given circumstances
Direction
Physical
Students will study a set text in depth to be
Everything on stage is
Mood
Emotion
Skills memory Acting
able to explain the plot, key characters and
Atmosphere intended to convey meaning to
key scenes as well as understand the
Set & Stagingthe audience and it is
historical context and setting of the play.
important to understand how.
Technical Elements

9

Shakespeare

Students will explore a
range of performance
styles including Brecht,
Stanislavski and
Frantic Assembly
Links to History
Nazi Germany

Question: Is ShakespeareIambic Pentameter, text
exploration
relevant to today's society?
Links to English & History
Students will explore plot, Characterisation, status, tension,
relationships
Elizabethan/Jacobean character, language & structure
England. RSC opportunities

Devising
through
Stimulus
Question: Should drama
help to educate society?
Using current affairs to
develop empathy, leading to
a performance using the
conventions to educate
society

Production
Arts

Question: What happens backstage before
Documentary drama Narration,
Lighting sound
and during a performance?
Flashback
Verbatim theatre
Exploring job roles within the production arts, Set, costume
Crosscutting,
students will experiment with sound, set , lighting
Tableau
ans costume design
Ensemble
Choral Movement
Performance Styles

8

Spy School

Projection
Flashback
Characterisatio
n
Direct Address
Blocking
Stage directions

Styles

Question: How important is character?
Using physical theatre and imagination you will
learn how to create storytelling through
movement

Working with
scripts

Imagination,
characterisation,
movement,
physicalisation,

Developing Skills in
Drama

Choral Movement
Ensemble
Storytelling
Question: Is storytelling still important?
Scripts – students will work with a range of
scripts
And learn about the conventions of storytelling
Links to English:
Through performance
Theme/character analysis

Question: What’s more important dialogue or action?
Students will begin to learn and explore the basics of
drama and how to utilise explorative strategies and
techniques in drama performance
Still image,
Status, performance style,
gesture,
terminology
expressions,
Links to Music: appreciation of how music canfacial
set the
scene &

7

Employment Further training
opportunities

Drama & Theatre Studies
Brech
Artaud
Kneehigh
t
Complicite
Stanislavs
Original performance
ki
conditions
Practitioner Analysis
methodology

Historical, social and cultural
Creative
Staging and visual
context
decisions and
Critical judgements
impact
Production values
theatrical choices
acting style of key Voice, movement, staging
Dramatic
Collaboration
Imaginatively
conveying
roles
Interpreting
elements
ideas
one

performance
Knowledge
Skills
text, in the
and
light of one
understanding
practitioner for
You will need to consider
a
how performers and
contemporary
Understand and experience the designers use theatrical The unseen extract
audience

Reflect on your experience as an
collaborative relationship
informed member of an audience
between various roles in theatre
at a live theatre performance,
enabling you to demonstrate
Critical and evaluative
knowledge and understanding of
judgements
performance through analysis and
evaluation
Spatial relationships
Processes
and
practices

Live
Theatre
Evaluation

There are three main
areas of focus

conventions and dramaticwill be from a scene
elements to realise ideas or moment that is
from the page to the
significant to the
stage.
text as a whole

Page to Stage:
realisation of
one key
extract from a
performance
text

Entrances and
exits
Characterisation
Stage Space
Staging

Practical Work

The extract
will be
between
80–110
lines long

Subjectspecific
terminology
Read and research
their chosen extracts
Social, historical and
cultural contexts

Theatre Makers in
Practice

1. Interpreting one
complete
performance text
2. Page to stage

Non-verbal forms of
communication
Relationship between actor
and audience
Mood and atmosphere
Design elements

Communicate coherent
interpretations

3. A live theatre
evaluation

Groups 5–6
35 -45 mins

Component
3

Groups 3–4
20 -30 mins

A monologue or a duologue
performance/design
realisation from one key
extract from one performance
text.

Text in
Performan
ce

Complexit
A group
Challen Professionally
y of
published
performance/design
ge
themes
Two
key
extracts
realisation of one key
Monologue Duologue
must be from two
extract from a different
2-3 mins
different
performance
5-6 mins
You
may
complete
this
performance text.
texts
component either as a
There are two main
performer or as a designer
areas of focus
or combine these roles.
Text and
Monologue

extract choice

evaluation of the
creative process
and devised
performance
(The Portfolio)

The Portfolio

Practitioner

Form

Group size 3–4
Between 15 and 20
minutes
Group size 5−6
Between
20 and 30 minutes

Design roles
are:

lighting
design
set design
sound
design
costume
design

Dialogu
e
Themes/issues
and ideas

Analysis of themes,
content, structure
Devising:
interpreting,
creating and
developing from a
complete text and
applying the
methods of a
practitioner

Structur
e

Key scenes or
turning points in the
narrative
Relationship with
audience
Character and
characterisation

Performance

Proxemic

Social, historical
and cultural contexts
Researc
h
Knowledge and

understanding
style and
genre

Impac
t

Devising skills

Research
Rehearsals
Workshops
Observation
A-Level Drama and Theatre Studies is a
qualification that will engage you through
encouraging creativity, focusing on practical work
which reflects 21st-century theatre practice and
developing skills that will support progression to
further study of drama and a wide range of other
subjects.

Devising
Component
1

Analysing and
evaluating the creative
process and devised
performance.
A group performance/design
realisation of the devised piece.
Interpreting, creating and
developing a devised piece from
one key extract from a
performance text and applying the
methods of one practitioner.

1
3

Content, genre,
Content, genre,
Typed
Recorded
structure,
structure,
2500 and 3000
between
character, form,
character, form,
words
12 and 14 minutes style, and language
style, and language Realisation of your
Annotations and notes
Ideas explored
Audio and/or video evidence
intentions
and research
Collaborative
Annotated drawings and
Decisions made
undertaken
involvement
sketches Annotated
and the rationale
Communication with the audience
photographs
behind them
Vocal
Analysis and
Extended written responses.
expression Physicality

Component
2

You may
complete this
component either
as a performer or
as a designer

&
Duologue

Group
performan
ce

There are three main
areas of focus

Develop your
creative and
exploratory skills
to devise an
original
performance.

Introduction to
Drama & Theatre
Studies
to Drama & Theatre
Studies!

1
2

Employment
opportunities

Further training

Demonstrate
essential personal
management and
collaborative skills

ACTING PATHWAY
Creative aims
FINAL LIVE
and intentions
PERFORMAN
to be explored

Draw on your
learning from
across the
programme

How professionals Understand professional
present ideas to business practice in the
performing arts industries
support their
progression

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES IN
THE PERFORMING
ARTS
Reflect on your

Apply all
CE
skills
progress as you develo
developed
skills and techniques in
UNI
throughout
UNIT
acting, singing
the
and
T7
6
programme
dance
and perform
Interpret
Look at how
Apply your knowledge and
Apply all three
a drama
Prepare for a
the
material
self-promotion
understanding
to
vocationally
Understanding
of
disciplines
in equal
production
live theatre
and
Reflect on rehearsal methods
relevant scenarios and tasks is used to gain
measure
performance
develop
your
employment
and techniques
Musical
your
individual
Respond to a
INDIVIDUAL
theatre
character
contribution
commission, using Perform a 5PERFORMANCE
Reflect and evaluate on
performers
research and practical minute solo
COMMISSION
the development and
need to be...
exploration
performance
application of audio acting
.
Perform
skills and techniques
an
excerpt
during workshops,
UNIT
UNIT
from a
rehearsal and final
musical
performance
27
5
Explore key
features of
MUSICAL
Combine acting, dance
Evaluate your
Create performance work to
audio acting
THEATRE
and musical skills in
solo performance
suit a specific purpose and
for recorded
Study of
TECHNIQUES
your performance
target audience
performanc
performance
Explore film genres:
e
genres, context
Comedy, Thriller, Action
Develop techniques
Foley sound
and key features of
and
methodologies
of
Character
SCREEN ACTING
Emotion
audio acting for a
acting to the camera
Dialect
Acting
to
the
Identify contextual factors that
recorded
Research
through practical
Camera
Working
camera angles and shots influence the work of the
performance
different
job
workshops covering
Stepping in and out of role
with
practitioner
opportunities
microphone
s
UNIT
Commercial
UNI
Narration
30
Develop audio acting
T
Voice-over
skills and techniques
17
for a recorded
performance
Identify contextual factors that
AUDIO
Attend OPEN DAYS at
influence
the
work
of
the
practitioner
universities and other
PERFORMANCE Review and evaluate
further education
development and
INVESTIGATING
institutes
application of
PRACTITIONERS’
In Year 13 you
improvisation skills and
complete 6
WORK
Repertoire
Apply skills and techniques through techniques for a
units
Performance
Critically analyse key
Productio
performance
rehearsal to create original
information such
n Creative intentions
performance work
as…
Participate in
UNIT
echnique classes
and workshops in
1
order to develop
Apply for
your knowledge,
auditions and
understanding
You will reflect on the
interviews at
and skills
development process, considering
further education
the success and potential
Respond to a given
Understand the
institutes
development, as well as
stimulus as part of a
key features of
evaluating your own contribution
group, using
improvisation
GROUP
Create a
research, discussion
for
Develop teamwork,
PERFORMAN
performance
to
and practical
performance
creative thinking
Exploration of
inform
and
CE
exploration to
and problem solving
improvisation
educate as
WORKSHOP
develop performance
skills
practices in
well as
material
drama
entertain
UNIT
UNI
performance

1
3

21

IMPROVISATIO
N

T
3

Collaborate to
develop and
shape material

Explore approaches and
techniques used by
different theatre
practitioners and
theatre companies

Reflect on your
progress and
practice

STORYTELLI
NG

UNIT
4

UNI
T 29

Brecht
Stanislavsk
y
Frantic Assembly

ACTING
STYLES

Reflect on
your progress
PERFORMIN
as you
G ARTS IN
develop skills
THE
and
Participate in technique classes
techniques the COMMUNITY
and workshops in order to
Understand
develop your knowledge,
context for
understanding and technical skills storytelling

Artistic and creative decision are
the result of your collaboration

UNI
T
19

Ongoing
review and
evaluation of
practical skills

Technique
classes to train,
develop your
vocal skills

DEVELOPING
SKILLS AND
TECHNIQUES FOR
LIVE
PERFORMANCE

Explore
and develop a
range of
storytelling
techniques
Puppetry

UNIT
2

Perform
to a live
audience
Participate in workshops, where you
will acquire, practise and develop
the necessary technical, practical
and interpretative performance skills
to help you succeed when
performing live to an audience

Explore the features of
traditional stories

Technique
classes to
train,
develop and
improve
your acting

In Year 12 you
will complete at
Technique
least 7 units
classes to train,
Develop skills and
develop and
techniques as an actor,
improve your exploring contrasting acting
movement skills

Mask Movement

1
2
to the Acting
Programme!

Employment
opportunities

Further training

Film Studies Learning Journey
Screenplay Option
Unassessed learners may appear in the shots taken for the
storyboard images. The storyboard shots must, however, represent
the shots they describe, although lighting requirements should be
detailed in the storyboard's visual instructions. .

Production is a crucial and synoptic part of the
course.
Component 3 will give you the opportunity to put
into practice the filmmaking ideas you have
developed throughout the course.
Questions will focus
Production
on:
• Core study areas
• Narrative
• Auteur

Section D:
Film
movements Expe
rimental film
(1960-2000)

Section A: Global
film (two-film
study)

Five featurelength films (or
their equivalent)
will be studied
for this
component

Conveying
messages and
values

Section B:
American film
since 2005 (twofilm study)
Creative use of
cinematography Social, cultural,
political contexts

New
Hollywood
(19611990)
Classical
Hollywood
(19301960)
Cinematography
Principal
elements:
camera shots
composition
lighting
Section A:
Hollywood 1930 1990
(comparative
study)

Section B:
Documentary film

Group 2: Outside
Europe

Global
filmmaking
perspectives

Demonstrate
knowledge
and
understandin
g of elements
of film

Two
Hollywood
films will be
studied for
comparison

Two films will be studied
one chosen from group
1 and one from group 2:
Group 1:
European film

Betwee
n
4 and 5
minutes

Questions will focus
on:
• Core study areas
• foregrounding
context
• Auteur

Six feature-length films
will be studied for this
component

Questions will focus
on:
• Core study areas
• Critical Debates

Explore critical
debates about
realism and the
expressive

Section C:
Film movements
Silent cinema

One of the following
films will be studied:
Questions will focus
on:
• Core study areas

Filming Option
The individual
learner must be
responsible for the
camerawork and
editing of the short
film.

Create your short
film/screenplay
The production
A
short
film
within
a time-period
may take the form
of approximately
of either:
A screenplay for a thirteen to fifteen
weeks
short film.

Apply knowledge
and understanding
of elements of film
to the production of
a film or screenplay.

Apply knowledge
and understanding
of elements of film

Screenplay for a
short film of
between 1600 and
1800 words

•
•
•
•

Sisters in Law
The Arbor
Stories We Tell
20,000 Days on
Questions will focus
Earth
on:
• Amy
• Core study areas
• Critical Debates
• Filmmakers'
theories

Critical approaches to
narrative
Mise-en-scène
Ideology

Genre

1
3

Questions will focus
on:
• Core study areas
• Narrative Section C: British
• Ideology
film since 1995
(two-film study)

Class
Social, cultural, political contexts Rac
e
Gender Sexualit
y
Two films will
Questions will focus
Ideology
be studied
on:
• Core study areas
Contemporary Spectatorship
Mainstream
• Spectatorship
independent film
film
• Ideology
(produced after
2010)

Varieties of
film and
filmmaking

Demonstrate
knowledge
and
understandin
g of elements
of film

Film is one of the main cultural innovations of the
20th century and a major art form of the last hundred
years. Those who study it characteristically bring
with them a high degree of enthusiasm and
excitement for what is a powerful and culturally
significant medium, inspiring a range of responses
from the emotional to the reflective.

Introduction to
Film Studies

to the Film Studies!

1
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Employment
opportunities

Further training

Musical Theatre

Demonstrate
EMPLOYMENT
essential personal
OPPORTUNITIES
IN
Draw on your
How professionals Understand professional
management and Creative aims
FINAL LIVE
THE PERFORMING
learning from
present ideas to business practice in the
collaborative skills. and intentions PERFORMAN
across
the
to
be
explored
ARTS
performing arts industries.
support their
Apply all
CE
programme.
progression
skills
Demonstrate how
developed
you use your body
UNI
throughout
UNIT
as an expressive
the
instrument.
T
7
6
programme
and perform
Interpret
Look at how
Apply your knowledge and
a musical
Reflect on
the material Prepare for a
understanding to vocationally self-promotion
production. Understanding of
your
live musical
and
relevant scenarios and tasks. is used to gain
Reflect on rehearsal methods
progress.
theatre
Perform
develop
employment.
your
and techniques.
performance.
an
excerpt
your
How
Respond to a
INDIVIDUAL
individual
from
a
character.
Perform a 5movement
commission, using
PERFORMANCE
contribution.
musical.
minute solo
can be used
research and practical
COMMISSION
Reflect on your
performance.
in diverse
exploration.
progress as you
ways.
develop skills and
techniques in acting,
UNIT
UNIT
singing and dance.
Apply all
22
5
three
discipline
MOVEMENT
s in equal
IN
Create performance work to
Develop specialist
measure.
Combine acting, dance
suit
a
specific
purpose
and
PERFORMAN
Evaluate your
skills and
and musical skills in
target audience.
CE
solo
techniques as a
your performance.
performance.
musical theatre
INVESTIGATING
Critically analyse key
performer
information
such
PRACTITIONERS’
combining acting,
Research
as…
WORK
singing and dance
Identify contextual factors that
Performance Productio
different job
Perform an
skills forCreative
a
intentions Repertoire
influence the practitioners’ work.
n
opportunities.
excerpt
performance.
from a
UNIT
musical.
UNI

27

Musical theatre
performers need to
be...

T
1

Develop skills
Investigate the work of influential
Attend OPEN DAYS at
in…
Research
Extended performing arts practitioners.
universities and other
Critical
writing
further education
analysis
institutes.
SINGING
In year 13 you
Understand
TECHNIQUES FOR
complete 6
key vocal
PERFORMERS
units.
Develop a repertoire of
techniques.
both solo and ensemble
pieces.

MUSICAL
THEATRE
TECHNIQUES

Reflect on your progress and
practice to support your
development as a dancer and
Develop
performer.
knowledge of
.
barre and centre
UNIT
work.
23
Historical
development
of this dance
form, through
Learn about the structure and
to modernDevelop
the physiology of the singing
day practice.
and refine
voice.
your ballet Stanislavsk Explore approaches and
skills and y
techniques used by different
Brecht
music
theatre practitioners and
appreciatio
Frantic Assembly theatre companies.
n.
Participate in
technique
UNIT
classes,
8
rehearsals and
performances.

CLASSICAL
BALLET
TECHNIQUES

Respond to a given
stimulus as part of a
group, using
research, discussion
and practical
exploration to
develop performance
material.

Reflect on your
progress and
practice.

ACTING
STYLES

JAZZ
DANCE

Create a
performance to
inform and
educate as
well as
entertain.

Develop team work,
creative thinking
and problem solving
skills.

Develop skills and
techniques to
understand the key
features of jazz
dance.

Perform in a range of venues.
Reflect on
your progress
as you
develop skills
and
techniques.

UNI
T 10

UNI
T
3

Apply for
auditions and
interviews at
further education
institutes.

UNI
T
19

Participate in workshops that explore
acting styles, techniques and practices
used by different theatre practitioners.

You will reflect on the
development process, considering
the success and potential
development, as well as
evaluating your own contribution.

Collaborate to
develop and
shape material.

GROUP
PERFORMAN
CE
WORKSHOP

Focus on the technical
and performance skills
required to be a singer.

1
3

PERFORMIN
G ARTS IN
THE
COMMUNITY

UNIT
4

Understand the
Artistic and creative decision are Participate in technique classes,
diversity of this
Learn
and
rehearsals and performance
the result of your collaboration.
dance
form and
watch different
work.
the
practitioners
styles of jazz
Ongoing
DEVELOPING
who have
dance.
Technique classes to
review and
influenced
the
SKILLS AND
LyricalCommercia
train, develop and
evaluation of
style.
TECHNIQUES FOR Traditional
improve your singing
practical skills.
l
LIVE
skills.

Perform
to a live
audience
.
Participate in workshops, where you
will acquire, practise and develop
the necessary technical, practical
and interpretative performance skills
to help you succeed when
performing live to an audience.

PERFORMANCE

UNIT
2
Technique
classes to
train,
develop and
improve
your acting

Technique
classes to train,
develop and
improve your

1
2

In year 12 you
complete 7
units.
Develop skills and
techniques as a musical
theatre performer
to the musical theatre
combining acting, singing
programme!

